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ATTENDING CONVENTION AS A
PROFESSIONAL
By Emily Graves
Chipeta Elementary (D51)

“If you’re interested in going
to COAHPERD this year…” Dr.
Sharp would say and I would instantly think
“Whoo Hoo!! Social Event!” not “Whoo
Hoo!! Professional Development!” Attending
convention as a student and as a professional have very different meanings. What I once
thought of as a friends, staying up late, and a
vacation quickly changed this year when I

created new meaning to being at convention
as my first year as a professional. Sleeping in
turned into waking up early. Being indifferent to which session I attended turned into
excitement about attending as many sessions as I could. And although the usual company of students was enjoyable, I quickly
realized that meeting other professionals
and using their wisdom was a priority.
In the past few years I was attending sessee Professional on page 7

The 2014 Convention Rocked!
By Renee DeBell
SHAPE Colorado
Convention Manager
Thank you to all of our
wonderful members who
attended the 2014 convention at the Denver Westminster Marriott.
This year’s convention boasted more than 85
sessions, 28 exhibits and 3 solid days of education, movement and camaraderie. COAHPERD/SHAPE Colorado welcomed more
than 340 attendees this year and added
some new content including a session on
Physical Education policy in the local government and an inspiring keynote address by
renowned author and educator, Mike
Kuczala. Session topics ranged from archery
to swing dancing as well as tips for the effective use of technology in the gym. There
truly was something for every attendee at
the 2014 convention.
A social event was held at the Fat Cats Bowling Center in the Westminster Promenade
on Thursday evening. This event attracted 50
attendees for an evening of bowling, food
and prizes. There were some great trick

shots and a marvelous time was had by all
who attended.
The SHAPE Colorado board worked hard all
year long to secure innovative content and
develop creative ways to give back to our
members. This year’s giveaways included
complimentary hotel stays for 5 lucky winners announced in early October. Free convention registration for 2015 was given away
at Saturday’s closing luncheon. Other incredible giveaways included a wireless sound
system provided by Romeo Music, Pedometers from Accusplit, a tennis racquet set from
United States Tennis Association and a host
of great prizes from our fantastic exhibitors.
Prizes were given away to three lucky winners who participated in the exhibitor passport challenge and visited all 28 booths.
Those lucky winners secured $100-$250 to
spend with the exhibitor of their choice.
The silent auction raised more than $1500 to
benefit the Cindy Young scholarship fund.
This fund allows future professionals to
attend future conventions and ensure continuing opportunities for tomorrows educators. The most popular items included autosee Rocked on page 5
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Convention Takewaways
By Josh Tutje
Sproul Jr. High
School, CO Springs
As first year teachers, we
are constantly looking for
new ideas and trying to figure out how we
are going to make a difference in our new
school. A culture has already been established, bars have been set, and administration is judging us based on our predecessors. How are we going to take the current
culture (whether good or not so good), and
make it our own? I was fortunate enough to
have my school allow me to go to the COAHPERD conference this year, and I walked
away with dozens of fantastic ideas that
would help me on my journey ahead. I
quickly realized I needed to figure out how
to sift through the information and find out
what I really needed, and what I didn’t. Ultimately, these are my 3 takeaways:

1. Choose a couple ideas to master. There
are only so many projects we can take on at
a time without burning ourselves out. If I
took every idea I had at convention and
tried to implement all of them, I would run
myself into the ground. Rather than try to
undermine everything that has been done in
your school previously, land on your feet
first and make sure everything is in order.
Then, pick one or two ideas you really liked,
will compliment what your program is already doing, or you simply think will make a
difference in your students’ lives.
2. Advocate for yourself and your program.
When picking our battles, we have to be
careful to not burn bridges. If building administration thinks we are asking for something just to ask for it, we’ll start off on the
wrong foot. We need to make coworkers
and our bosses understand how important
physical education really is to the school
system, and we are all about making a posi-

tive impact on their education as a whole.
After all, we’re not just rolling out the ball
and telling our students to have fun!
3. Find solid mentors to guide you along.
Like any walk of life, we need to find successful people in our world and find out
what launched them to where they are. It
starts in our own school- for example, my
coworker and mentor in the PE department
in my school has taught me not only how
our school works, but how to be a quality
physical educator. After that, we have so
many phenomenal teachers in our state we
can lean on, including numerous teachers of
the year and of course our organizational
leaders. From my experience thus far, they
are all willing to help out a young professional in need!
When it comes down to it, getting through
our first year of teaching comes with a lot of
work, but that is certainly no free pass to
avoid implementing new ideas. Our students deserve the best we have, so even
young professionals need to give every year
all they’ve got!
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EXCITED FOR NEW BEGINNINGS
By Elizabeth Sharp
SHAPE Colorado
President-Elect

What a great convention we had! I was
excited to work with the college students
from across the state to help them have a
great experience, and I enjoyed getting to
meet many new people as I announced my
candidacy for president-elect.
My convention started off with the PreConvention Future Professionals Workshop. We really do have some great future
teachers coming out of our state colleges
and universities. Many of them talked
about how they want to advocate more for
Physical Education and their excitement in
joining our great field. It is always a joy to
hang around these future professionals, as

their passion is contagious and their ideas
are fresh. If you have not had a chance to
work with a future professional, you should
really take the opportunity to host one at
your school. They will help you see your
teaching in a new perspective.
The other highlight of my convention was
being elected as president-elect of SHAPE
Colorado. This is the 3rd state association
that I have been a part of during
my career. It has always been a
dream of mine to one day become a state president. I am
eager to learn my new role this
year and find out how to continue to advance Physical Education in our great state. I was
honored to be elected by you
and am eager to serve with you
from the western side of the
state.

As we reflect on the 2014 convention and
begin to make changes and plans for 2015,
I hope you are trying some of the new ideas that you learned at convention. This is a
great year to “Try for Change” as our president, Chris Watts, has challenged us to do.
Even the smallest of changes can make a
huge difference in our teaching and in the
lives of our students.

CONVENTION NUMBER BREAKDOWN
By Patricia
Morrison
SHAPE Colorado
Executive Director

I hope you had a fantastic time at convention last month. We had 343 people
attend during the three days! I thought
you would be interested in the breakdown
of participants: Undergraduate students 55; Graduate students - 4; Elementary
teachers - 158; Middle school teachers-55;
High school teachers-31; Health teachers 7; University professors- 28; Others,
(coordinators, department chairs, etc)- 5
I am often asked, how do we market our
convention? This year we sent informative
convention postcards to every school in
the state, hoping to increase awareness
and reach teachers we haven’t heard from

in a while. We offered a grant for free
registration and hotel stay to five SHAPE
Colorado members and the Colorado Department of Education paid for 60 subs for
attendees who came to the Thursday preconvention workshops offered by CDE.
Our board members have presented at
numerous university future professional
meetings talking to students about the
benefits of being a member of their state
professional organization and attending
convention. We have a free session on
Thursday afternoon just for our future
professionals, and we offer future professional scholarships to students who attend
convention, paying for their registration
fees. We send out convention emails to
over 1,000 people each month leading up
to convention, telling them of the sessions
and speakers. We advertise on social media and give free professional memberships to teachers who hold a Jump or

Hoops event and attend convention. We
all know that word of mouth is important,
so as we continue to advocate for the
amazing professional development we
offer, please bring your fellow Physical
Education teacher or administrator to our
convention next year.
As for the cost of registration, how do we
come up with convention prices? As a non
-profit organization, our goal is to offer a
great program and pay our bills. One year
we held the convention at a University
facility for less than $20 registration fee,
and our attendance numbers dropped!
Our main goal is to find a location that will
have enough meeting space to hold 7 or
more sessions per hour and hold 300-400
participants. A hotel setting has proven to
be our best facility. With a hotel contract
comes stipulations on meal costs, audio/
visual, sleeping room costs, etc. Also, we
pay for a special keynote speaker and othsee Numbers on page 5
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Football 5-a-side Workshop
for students who are blind
Follow COAHPERD
on Twitter
By Aimee Twaddle
Colorado School for the Deaf
and the Blind
After an exciting summer of
watching and listening to the World Cup on
television, students at the Colorado School
for the Deaf and the Blind (CSDB) were eager to return to school and play soccer.
They wanted to learn more about soccer
and how it could be modified to be accessible and safe for them to play.
In Adams (school for the blind) we started
the year off with learning about soccer basics, such as, rules and positions, basic ball
skills, and the difference between offense
and defense. We used bright green indoor
soccer balls, chargeable American Printing
House for the Blind (APH) beeper balls (two
types: boing, beep), and soccer balls and
stability balls that were placed inside of a
plastic bag and taped for contrast. The
adaptive equipment allowed the students
to rely on their hearing rather than their
sight. A variety of equipment was used to
support differentiated instructional needs.
In October our students had a special visit
from the United States Association of Blind
Athletes representatives (USABA) Matt
Simpson, Mark Lucas, and Gabriel Mayr.
Gabriel is from Brazil and an avid soccer
player. He has been playing Football 5-aside since 2001. At the time he was interning at USABA and reached out to our school
to provide a workshop on Football 5-a-side.
Football 5-a-side is a modified version of
soccer. The game is 50 minutes and is 5v5.
All players except the keeper wear blindfolds. The keeper can be sighted and provide sighted guide to players. There is no
off sides and the game is played with an
adapted soccer ball that has pellets sewn
into the inside to make noise. Football 5-aside was first introduced as a Paralympic
sport for athletes with visual impairments
at the 2004 Athens, Greece games

(Paralympic.org, 2014). Football 5-a-side is
governed by the Football Subcommittee of
the International Blind Sports Federation
(Paralympic.org,
2014).
During the workshop Gabriel taught passing
and receiving the ball, v trapping a pass—
make a v with your feet, and j trapping—
running faster than the ball and making a j
around the ball to collect it. Prior to playing
a 5v5 game, mastery of basic skills should
be evident to maintain a safe classroom
environment. Having the representatives
from USABA hold a Football 5-a-side workshop at our school was a great experience
for all and provided our student an accessible and safe way to play soccer. It is great
to see my student’s confidence, independence, and advocacy skills emerge as they
challenged themselves with learning new
skills. CSDB is very grateful for the wonderful partnership we have with USABA. We
cannot thank Matt, Mark, and Gabriel
enough for holding the Football 5-a-side
workshop at our school and a big thanks to
Gabriel for donating an official Football 5-aside ball to our students.
Links:
International Paralympic Committee
http://www.paralympic.org/football-5-side
International Blind Sports Federation
http://www.ibsasport.org/
United States Associate of Blind Athletes
http://www.usaba.org/
Write up about Gabriel’s Football 5-a-side
at Colorado Center for the Blind
www.denverpost.com/News/Local/
ci_26800393/Brazil-leaders-helping-kickoffsoccer-for-the-blind-in-Colorado
Colorado Center for the Blind
http://coloradocenterfortheblind.org/

continued from Rocked on page 1
graphed memorabilia from the Denver
Broncos and the Colorado Avalanche.
With a successful convention in 2014 behind us, we are already looking forward to
the 2015 convention which will be held at
the Denver Marriott Westminster October
15-17, 2015. Stay tuned for more information.

continued from Numbers on page 4
er guest presenters, and we pay for our
online registration site and credit card fees.
We pay printing costs for the convention
and award programs and oh so much more.
There are lots of costs to running a smooth
convention, and our goal has always been
to offer the lowest price possible. We think
you get a great deal for your money!
Thank you for attending the 2014 convention, I hope we see you and your fellow
teachers next year. Remember, our convention is only as good as our presenters,
and you are our presenters! Be thinking of
a stellar presentation to submit next spring.
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Learning from the best
By Jason Mondragon
Ricks Center for Gifted
Children, University of
Denver

Convention Elementary and Middle School
Teachers of the Year
In order to be your best you have to learn
from the best. In case you missed the elementary and middle school teacher of the
year sessions this year convention, here are
a few highlights from their amazing presentations.
The secondary Colorado teachers of the
year presentation included Mackenzie
Mushel (SHAPE America National Dance
Education teacher of 2014) and Jennifer
Ebbe Handy (Colorado middle school teacher of the year 2014). Jennifer introduced
the latest dance craze that is taking the
world by storm called Bokwa® fitness which
teaches even the most uncoordinated students to dance by drawing letters and numbers with their feet while performing an
energizing and addictive cardio workout
routine. Moving together to today’s most
popular music, participants of all ages draw
the Bokwa® L, 3, J, K and dozens of other
steps. If you’re looking for a new fun way to
get your students moving in an energizing
and easy to learn dance routine Bokwa® is
the way to go. http://bokwafitness.com/ .
MacKenzie was able to demonstrate sever-

al ways to teach dance including the use of
iPad’s to view portions of a dance using a
QR scanner. She emphasized creating a
very open and relaxed environment where
students can feel comfortable making mistakes. Mackenzie demonstrated how she
teaches students to move not only through
dance but also sports movements by creating a movement routines where students
have to slow down and progress through
various sport skill movement to the timing
and tempo of music.
The elementary Colorado teachers of the
year session was presented by Elaine Rosquist, Sue Wright, Chris Strater, and Lynn
Burrows. Elaine started off the session with
an energizing tabata workout routine.
Tabatas are high intensity workouts where
students must exercise for a certain
amount of time followed by a short break
in between. Elaine had the group doing
various jump skills in and out of hula hoops
for 20 seconds on and 10 seconds off.
Sue Wright, led the group in a discussion
about stress management, class management, mindfulness and the triangle of
awareness: body, emotion, and thought.
Sue demonstrated how she uses a tool
called a vibra-tone to focus her class. When
the vibra-tone is rung, students must close
their eyes and raise their hand when they
no longer hear the ring. This teaches the
students many things including skillful listening, how to sit quiet and focus, and how
to be mindful of yourself and others.
Lynn Burrows demonstrated many integration games including artery line tag game,

flash card tag, five components of fitness
tag and skill related fitness tag. When students are tagged out they must do some
form of integration to get back in, for example with five components of fitness tag the
student must perform the component of
fitness that they were tagged with to get
back in. If you’re interested in more of
Lynn’s integration games you can visit her
blog at lovepe.me.
Last, Chris Strater brought to light the importance of crossing the midline, balancing,
and spinning for young children. Chris was
able to explain that young children need to
find their body in space which is why there
is always that one kid in class who is running into the wall or spinning in circles.
Chris explains it is not only good for them
to spin but essential and she shares many
games, activities, and equipment that she
uses to help children find their body in
space. Chris demonstrated how she uses
bean bags or scarves to teach children how
to catch, cross the midline, balance and
spin. She also showed the group how she
uses spooners and billow bowls to teach
balance and spinning. Chris also showed
how she has students learn to watch out
for others in space by having them walk in a
figure 8.
In the end, there were so many great tips
and tricks that were shared by the teachers
of the year that it is hard to share them all.
I hope that you were able to get a couple
ideas from this article and use it in your
classroom.
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HIGHER ORDER THINKING
By Elizabeth Miner
2014 Colorado
Teacher of the Year
Our jobs as educators are to challenge our
students to understand what they are
learning and why it is relevant to their
lives. We are doing an injustice to our students if we just teach. Flipping the mentality of teaching, instead of the teacher
being the sole instructor, have students
take ownership of their education and
have them teach using the teacher as a
resource. During SHAPE (COAHPERD) convention I went to “Take the Lead - Part II,
Is your Secondary Physical Education Program Making a Difference?” with Ruth
Ann Nyhus, Nhu Nguyen, Susan Bertelsen
and Sue Barnd. There were great points
made about how we are engaging our
students’ learning through questions. Are
we asking questions that are excelling the
learning process or are we asking questions to get an answer?
An excellent way of starting this transition
is creating questions to ensure students
are using higher order thinking skills. I use

Bloomberg’s taxonomy as a resource in
creating these questions. The questions
start at remembering, recalling information, understanding and applying.
Then they start moving toward analyzing
information. Finally give the student’s
time to evaluate and create to show full
understanding of concepts. We all know it
is easy to just ask yes or no questions or
one answer questions, but if you think
about it, does it really show you the student understands the concepts being
taught?
Remember creating this type of questioning takes time and practice, so I started off
writing some questions out before my
lessons. For example: What is a cardiorespiratory exercise? Why is that a cardio
-respiratory exercise? How can you use
this exercise in your life? How can this
exercise affect you as an adult? Show me
a cardio-respiratory exercise. Another
term for this type of questioning is
“Stretching It”*, rewarding the correct
answer with more questions. Creating
questions where students need to elaborate on the answer to show full understanding not only helps students articulate

Continued from Professional on Page 1
sions as a student and it was very nonchalant upon my attendance. But this year everything changed. I was attending sessions
because I was excited about the possibilities and the knowledge. O! The things I
could use in my gym! The new activities I
could incorporate and the ways to manage
the kids to make transitions easier. Sessions
such as how to incorporate books into my
gym, and technology. I discovered new resources, not just documents but people.
People with knowledge, experience, and
wisdom in the art of teaching physical education. Teachers and health professionals
all there for the same purpose, kids. The
possibilities became endless. I came back
from convention so excited and motivated

to teach all the new things I had learned I
could barely wait to get into my gym again.
Convention has had many meanings to me
but this year was by far the most beneficial
to my professional career. I felt more involved in the real gang of Physical Education teachers who make up our healthy
state. It may have been because I looked at
myself more as a grown up but I felt that
the other teachers really saw me as an
equal. Being around so many dedicated
teachers really inspired me to be the best
physical educator I can be. Who knew professional development could be so exciting?!

their thought better, but it allows them to
practice complete thoughts and sentences. When using this type of questioning
you can assess that student on the spot
and fill in the gaps using other students as
resources. The more you implement the
questioning technique the more natural it
will become. Ask yourself what your students should know. Use our standards to
guide your questions. If you go to the CDE
website
http://www.cde.state.co.us/
cohealthpe/statestandards at the bottom
of the page, there are great resources like
21st century questions and what a student
should know and what a student needs to
be able to do.
It is one thing for students to show understanding through movement but if they
can articulate through verbal and written
responses using higher order thinking
skills then you know the student has
learned the content.
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INTEGRATING COMMON CORE INTO PE
By Kristin Gilmore
Kearney Middle School

I traveled to Pittsburg, KS
for the KAHPERD convention. One of the sessions that I attended
was about integrating Common Core into
Physical Education. Here are a few ideas
that I took from it.
Math
Students jog laps around the gym. As
they pass you, you hand them one
card from a deck of cards. The students continue to collect cards until
the music stops or you run out of
cards. Everyone stops and adds up
their points according to how you
want to assign point values.
Have a bucket of tennis balls, with a
number on each one, in the center of
the gym. Students are in small teams
on the perimeter with a hula hoop on

the ground. One person at a time,
from each team, runs to the bucket to
retrieve one tennis ball. They return to
their team and place the tennis ball in
the hula hoop. The next person goes.
Continue this until all the tennis balls
run out. The teams add up their total
points. The team with the most wins.
Then have the teams sort the tennis
balls by evens and odds.
Each group has two big dice. The
teacher gives each team one fitness
card. On the fitness card is a numbered grid box with various fitness
exercises in each box. You establish if
the teams are adding or multiplying.
The teams roll the dice and add or
multiply the two numbers together.
They find that number on the grid.
They do that number of the exercise in
that box.
Scatter cards all over the gym floor
that have a math sentence on it. For
example, 20_____30. Each student will

have a half piece of a pool noodle and
a partner. They must go to as many
cards as possible and determine if they
make the less than, greater than, or
equal to symbol on the floor and use
the pool noodle to complete the equation.
Writing
You need a drawstring backpack, a
stuffed animal and journal. For example, I would put a mini Miles, from the
Broncos, in the bag. Each weekend
one student takes the bag with Miles
home. Everywhere they go, Miles must
go. They must also journal what Miles
experienced. This will encourage the
students to be more active because
they will want to have something exciting for Miles to do. This is great for
PE teachers since we want to encourage physical activity outside of school.
You will also have a student sample of
their writing when they are done.
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COLORADO ADAPTED PHYSICAL EDUCATION
NEWS
By Bryan Wickoren
Nationally Certified
Adapted Physical
Educator
SHINE, Where You Are the theme of the 2014
COAHPERD state convention. A great question to ask yourself
with all the changes that are occurring in
the field of education, especially with the
Educator Effectiveness, along with
providing a developmentally appropriate
physical education curriculum for ALL
students. Additionally, with the Colorado
Comprehensive Health and Physical Education standards to support the academic achievement of all students in Colorado through evidence outcomes and
readiness competencies; how will that
look for the general physical educators
working with students with disabilities in
their physical education program?
Adapted Physical Education for students
with disabilities in Colorado is at an interesting cross road. It is important to
educate and disseminate the work that
the APAC Legislative Committee is doing
for the IDEA reauthorization 2015. The
legislative committee will be petitioning
the Senate HELP Committee to include
“qualified adapted physical education
teacher” in section 300.26 when specially designed physical education is required.
Recently, talking points that were presented by the CDE Adapted Physical Activity Council to Senator Bennett's staff
member were
1) The recent GAO study (2010) documented a severe lack of such school
based physical education programs and
indicated the lack of trained teachers

contributed to the problem of inadequate physical education for children
with disabilities.
You can download a complete copy of
the report at:
www2.ed.gov/policy/speced/guid/idea/
equal-pe.doc
2) Physical Education is NOT a grade
level requirement in Special Education.
3) Adapted Physical Education and Physical Education services must be documented on student's IEP.
4) When specially designed Physical Education is required, the service must be
provided by a highly effective trained
teacher who holds the appropriate state
or national credential or certification.
The Federal Law (PL 94-142, PL 101-476,
PL 105-17, PL 108-446) mandates the
following in regards to physical education and students with disabilities:
§300.26 Special education and defines
Physical Education as the development

of: physical and motor skills, fundamental motor skills and patterns (throwing,
catching, walking, running, etc.), and
skills in aquatics, dance, and individual
and group games and sports (including
intramural and lifetime sports).
Adapted Physical Education is a direct
service that is provided to a student with
a disability. Adapted Physical Education
is physical education which may be
adapted or modified to address the individualized needs of children and youth
who have gross motor developmental
delays. The Adapted Physical Education
Teacher addresses the unique needs of
the child that results from the child's
disability to ensure access to the general
physical education curriculum. The Individuals with Disabilities Education Act
(IDEA), Public Law 108-466 (2004), states
that physical education is a required service for children and youth between the
ages of 3-21 who qualify for special education services because of a specific disability or developmental delay.
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COLORADO JUMP AND HOOPS NEWS
By Janeen McDonald, Vice President of Youth Market, and Sue
Ferguson, State Jump/Hoops Coordinator
The Colorado American Heart Association Youth Market Team
loved joining in the fun at the annual SHAPE Colorado Convention
this year! Thank you to everyone who stopped by our booth and
attended the sessions - we loved seeing you and catching up! We
hope you were able to hear Vivian and Avery’s amazing stories of
survival while attending the convention and break-out session. It is
an honor to know that the work we do helps to change and save
lives of children as inspirational as each of them.
Special recognition goes out to Sue Ferguson for helping with our
sessions and just being such an
amazing advocate for the AHA.
She has been an educator for 23
years and has helped her school
raise over $116,000 in the fight
against heart disease and stroke.
Thanks to teachers throughout
the state, the AHA has been able
to share heart-health and wellness with over 215,000 kids! You
have helped us raise dollars to
fund incredibly important reL to R: Alison Jolin, Janeen McDonald, Brenda

search and programs. In Colorado, we
are currently funding 53 different research projects at a total of $9.5 million!
Some of these donations are also
used to come back and help build PE
teachers across the country. Since the
AHA and SHAPE America have a national partnership and because of all of your hard work, we are
able to give $54,727.53 back to SHAPE Colorado based on how

well our events did last school year!
The holiday season is about family and food – and all too often,
adding a few extra pounds to our waistlines. It doesn’t have to be
this way though; just making a few changes in the way you prepare your holiday meals can make a big difference! Don’t forget to
increase your physical activity as well by going for a family walk
after each meal or gathering.

and daughters, Vivian & Sonoma, Beth Arnold,
Elizabeth Winn

CDE Physical Education Cadre 2013-2014
Implementation Report
By Terry Jones
Colorado Department of
Education

The Colorado Department of Education’s
cadre of physical education trainers
provides professional
development on best practice guidelines for quality physical education to
physical educators across
the state. This cadre developed and
implemented training during the 20132014 school year on:
Highly Effective Teaching in Physical Education
Using Technology in Physical Education

Physical Education Assessment
Strategies
Brain-Based Learning in Physical
Education
During the 2013-14 school year, the
Physical Education Cadre provided 34
trainings, reaching 1,819 teachers and
86 school districts. One month after
training, attendees were asked to complete an implementation survey to assess the extent knowledge and skills
learned during the training were
implemented and utilized in schools/
classrooms; and to identify implementation successes and challenges.
Post evaluation implementation sur-

veys indicate the trainings had a positive impact on participants.
Overall, the majority of participants
indicated the objectives of the trainings
were met (90.9%); participants improved their teaching and program
(88.5%); students benefitted from the
skills and knowledge learned; and participants implemented what was
learned from the training (87.10%).
The most cited challenges to implementation were scheduling time to
plan and implement what was learned
and lack of resources.
Links:
Full report To schedule a workshop
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Upcoming Conventions

Submission Guidelines
Our next deadline for submission is February 1st, 2015!!!
Would you be interested in submitting an article, lesson plan or
story for a future issue of the SHAPE Colorado Journal? If so, please
follow the criteria below:

Central District Convention
Minnesota State University at Moorhead
Moorhead, MN
February 5 -7, 2015

SHAPE America Convention
Seattle, WA
March 17-21, 2015

The SHAPE Colorado Journal will be published four times per year in
our traditional format.
Twice per year (pending enough
submissions), we are going to publish a Scholarly Journal that will
be dedicated to research articles. We will also publish a PreConvention edition with all of the upcoming events and highlights
for the convention in October.
We would like to encourage all of our members, along with any
others that are interested, to submit contributions for other
professionals to review. Articles may be researched based (proper
citations required), be program success stories or be lesson plans
that you would like to share with your colleagues. Action pictures
or diagrams that go along with your article are always appreciated
as well. All articles will be reviewed by a panel of professionals for
their content. Please review your article for grammatical errors
prior to submission.
The average word count for a typical article in between 300-400
words, but should not exceed 1000 words. If you have a longer
article it may be divided between issues of the journal (this does
not apply for research articles that are published in the Scholarly
Journal).
All
submissions
are
done
online
at:
http://
coahperd.publishpath.com/journal
When submitting, you will be asked to provide the following
information along with uploading your submission:
Author Name
Author Email
Membership Status
Type of Review Requested (peer review or blind review)
Submission Type (Journal, Scholarly, Photo, Lesson Plan)
Title of Article
Position/Title of Author
Head Shot of Author
If you have any questions, please email our editor, Aaron Ford, at
shapecolorado.news@gmail.com
Thank you for considering submitting something to the SHAPE
Colorado Journal!

SHAPE Colorado Convention
Church Ranch Marriott
Westminster, CO
October 14-16, 2015

Visit SHAPE Colorado
on Facebook
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Time Is Running
Out!!!
Early bird registration
ends on Wednesday,
September 24th for this
years
COAHPERD
Convention. It is your
last chance to save money as you attend
a wonderful set of professional
development
workshops
geared
towards physical education and physical
activity specialists. There will be 70+
sessions for all levels of teachers and
activity specialists.
Our pre-convention sessions are
fantastic and include Drums Alive,
Archery in the Schools, Future
Professional Workshop, Technology,
SPARK and sessions presented by
current and past Colorado Teacher of
the Year’s. There is something for all of
us on Thursday. After the sessions on
Thursday come and meet the exhibitors
for the first time before you head over
to Fat Cats Bowling for a social and
collegiality with your peers.

We are going to have a wonderful
keynote address from Mike Kuczala, a
national physical activity specialist.
Mike will be presenting Friday
afternoon and again Saturday morning.
Please plan to join us as we honor our
2014 award winners Friday night at the
2014 COAHPERD Awards Dinner. All pre
-registered attendees are given tickets
to attend the awards dinner before
heading out and catching some of the
Denver nightlife.
Saturday will conclude our 2014
conference with some great sessions
that will be capped off by our annual
COAHPERD Business Meeting and
Lunch. This will be a time for you to
hear about the past year and vote for
the new COAHPERD Board that will
represent you for 2014-2015.
This year’s convention is sure to be a
great one so don’t miss out!
People can register after the early
bird date of September 24th, but they
will have to pay a increased registration
fee. The final day to pre-register is
October 8th.
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2014 Convention Highlights
BOWL-A-RAMA At Fat
Cats Bowling Alley on
Thursday October 16
Register by Sep 24th for the $109
convention rate. Click on the logo to
register!

Join us for a fun evening of bowling
and food at Fat Cats Bowling Alley
located in the Westminster
Promenade (across church ranch,
east side of highway 36) at 10685
Westminster Blvd, Westminster, CO
80020 from 6:30-8:30pm on Thursday October 16, 2014. This event is free and
limited to the first 50 people who sign up at the registration desk on Thursday
October 16, 2014. You must sign up to attend this event. Food and nonalcoholic drinks will be provided. Prizes will be awarded for high score and trick
shots! Fats Cats offers additional entertainment options including arcade
gaming, glow golf and billiards. Additional information about Fat Cats can be
found at http://www.fatcatsfun.com

Exhibitors Welcome
& Exhibitor Passport
Contest
Thursday, October 16, 2014 from 46 pm is your chance to check out all
of our exciting exhibitors and the cool tools they have to offer!
This also kicks off our “Exhibitor Passport” contest. Participants
who visit each of our exhibitors and turn in their completed
form will be entered to win “exhibitor cash” given away by
COAHPERD. The following denominations will be awarded to
the lucky winners; $250, $150 and $100. The winner selects the
exhibitor and COAHPERD will issue payment to the exhibitor.
The exhibit hall will be open on Thursday from 4-6pm and
Friday from 8am – 5pm. Completed Exhibitor Passports will be
collected at Saturday’s lunch and the winners will be drawn at
the conclusion of Saturday lunch. You must be present to win.
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Thank You
By Aaron Ford
2013-2014 COAHPERD
Past-President

It is with a great
deal of gratitude
that I say thank you
to the COAHPERD
membership for allowing me to
serve you the past three years as a
COAHPERD President.

Colorado. It has been a humbling
experience to represent such a
wonderful state and wonderful
people.
As I get ready to step away I just
want to say what a great
experience this has been for me
and thank you again for entrusting
me to represent you!!!

As I have traveled around the
country representing Colorado I
have seen what an amazing
organization that we have and
what great physical education and
physical activity teachers are in

2014 CONVENTION EXHIBITORS
Western Dairy Association

Focused Fitness

Bani Band

Fizika Group, LLC

Fizika Group, LLC

USTA Colorado

Burton PE Snowboarding
Program: A Burton
Snowboards and Skate Pass
Partnership

Airborne Assemblies

BRAX Fundraising

Skate Pass, LLC

Action Based Learning

Tchoukball Inc.

Interactive Health Technologies

Chris Klug Foundation

Chris Klug Foundation

Nasco

ADA Sports, Badminton and
Tennis,

SPARK

American Heart Association

Omnikin, Inc.

Speed Stacks, Inc.

The Children's Health Market

Vision Quest Martial Arts

Run4Funds

Romeo Music

Railyard Fitness, Inc.
US Games
ACCUSPLIT Inc.
Goodheart-Willcox Publisher
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Click Here
to register
for this
amazing
workshop!
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2014 Convention Highlights
Continuing Education Credits
COAHPERD is happy to announce the availability of earning College
credit or obtaining a professional development certificate while
attending the COAHPERD convention.
The cost for graduate credit from Adams State College is $ 70 for
one credit and $125 for two credits. You must attend a minimum of
15 hours of sessions per credit hour and complete 4 questions to
earn the graduate credit. To earn graduate credit from Adams State
University, you must register online. One and two credits will be
available, and you must register and pay online by Oct. 23rd.
You may also choose to gain professional development hours
toward renewing your teaching license for no cost. Make sure to
stop by the registration area and pick up the form and get your
certificate at the end of convention.

Silent Auction
Support a great cause by donating items
and bidding at The Silent Auction. It will
kick off Friday morning at 7:30 a.m. and
will close Friday afternoon at 2:50 p.m.
Silent auction items will be displayed in the
pre-function space near the Church Ranch
and Westcliff function rooms. You must be
present to claim your item and pay by cash
or check. Proceeds from the auction help fund
the

Cindy Young
Scholarship .

Future

Professional

Submission Guidelines
Would you like to submit an article, lesson
plan or story to the next issue of the
COAHPERD Newsletter?
The submission
deadline for the next issue will be November
1st!
The COAHPERD Newsletter will be published
six times per year. We would like to invite and
encourage all of our members to submit
contributions for other professionals to view.
Articles may be research based (please use
proper citations), be program success stories,
or be lesson plans that you would like to share
with your colleagues. Action pictures or
diagrams that go along with your article are
always appreciated.
All articles will be
reviewed by a panel of editors. Authors should
indicate in their cover letter if they want the
manuscript refereed (blind review) rather
than editor-reviewed.
Average word count for an article is
between 300-400 words, not to exceed 1000
words. If you have a longer article it may be
divided up in parts between issues. Submit a
head shot with your submissions with correct
spelling of your name so that we can recognize
you for your contribution. Please submit any
and all contributions to Aaron Ford at
coahperdnews@gmail.com
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FROM THE PRESIDENT
By Leann Hepburn
COAHPERD President
Dear COAHPERD Members,
Thank you for the terrific response from the last journal
in May, which asked you to
send in action photos of you getting out
there and photos of you being active with
your students. Please keep them coming!
Send them to our fantastic editor Aaron Ford
at: coahperdnews@gmail.com

Here is hoping your summertime has included some revitalizing vacation time with
your family and friends. I know I have enjoyed visiting some of our beautiful National
Parks this summer, here in Colorado and
beyond, including Sand Dunes, Rocky Mountain National Park, Yellowstone, Tetons,
Arches and Bryce Canyon. We spent time as
a family and were able to see some old
friends too. Leading an active lifestyle is one
of the beautiful benefits of being in our great
State
of
Colorado!
see President on page 7

AWARD WINNERS
ANNOUNCED
By Donna Carey
Recognition Chair
Congratulations are in order
for our 2014 Award Winners! It is an incredible honor to be nominated and we had amazing candidates this
year. I would like to thank our judges, Leann
Hepburn, Aaron Ford, Christopher Watts, Dr.
Kathleen Kinkema, and Dr. Sue Barnd for a
difficult job well done!
Drum roll please……………..
 Lynn Burrows – Elementary PE Teacher
of the Year
 Jennifer Ebbe Hand – Middle School PE
Teacher of the Year
 Shawn Baumgartner – High School PE
Teacher of the Year
 Joseph DeMers – Dance Educator of the
Year
 Janet Ryan – Adapted PE Teacher of the
Year
 Kenny Webb – Health Education Teacher
of the Year











Dr. Nhu Nguyen – University PE Teacher
of the Year
Jason Mondragon – Young Professional
of the Year
Michael Meyer – Future Professional
Roy Holloway – Administrator/Principal
of the Year
Starla Pearson - Administrator/Principal
of the Year
Chet Bunting – Joy of Effort Award
Marian Simpson – Joy of Effort Award
Clayton Ellis – Honor Award
Joe Morales – Distinguished Service
Award

Please join us at our Awards Banquet on Friday, October 17, 2014 to celebrate the wonderful accomplishments of our winners!
Your 2014 convention registration includes a
meal ticket to the awards dinner.
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Community Partnerships
By Dawn Hennessey
Elementary Physical
Education Teacher,
Thompson Valley SD
Elementary students
are the winners! The
City of Loveland has recognized the importance of teaching children how to golf.
In response to the great demand, a golf professional was hired to be accessible to elementary school physical education programs
with SNAG, Starting New at Golf, method of
teaching. Physical educators were trained
two years ago and offered equipment
through a check-out system from the local
Cattail Creek Golf Course where a nine-hole
SNAG golf course was installed last year.
Physical Educators collaborate with golf professional, Jim Dargis who co-creates lessons
and/or units, runs a golf station at Field Day,

provides coupons for free SNAG golf course
rounds, and renews understandings of golf
instructional techniques for physical educators at any time. The photos are of Field
Day at Big Thompson Elementary School of
Nature and Science in the Thompson School
District. Stop by Cattail Creek to golf a few
rounds of SNAG at any time.

“My favorite thing about the beginning
of the year is the fresh, excited,
positive energy we all bring. It's like
bees buzzing about just waiting to take
on the work, projects and learning.” –
Jennifer Ebbe Handy

“I look forward to a fresh start with
some amazing kids and I'm finally able
to apply the things I've learned at
various conferences over the
summer.” – Natasha Jones

What’s in store for me at the 2014
Pre-convention Workshops?
By Renee DeBell
COAHPERD
Convention Manager

The COAHPERD Convention Committee
has been hard at work assembling a stellar line up of pre-convention workshops
being hosted at The Denver Marriott
Westminster on Thursday October 16,
2014. There are two all day workshops
being offered. ‘Drums Alive’ which is a
fun and innovative symposium of rhythm
and movement put into motion and features stability balls, drumsticks, garbage
cans and body rhythms. This high-energy
workshop will earn the participant a one-

year certification and a day of body rockin’ fun! This workshop will start at 8:00
am and conclude at 4:00 pm. There is a
one-hour lunch break mid-day for participants and attendees are responsible for
their own lunch. There are a myriad of
dining options within walking distance.
This workshop is being held at the convention hotel, the Denver Marriott Westminster located on Church Ranch Boulevard/104th at Highway 36. The cost for
this workshop is $60.
The second all day workshop offered is
The National Archery in the Schools Program®(NASP®), which brings the sport of
archery to millions of students in schools
across the USA and around the World. In
Colorado, Colorado Parks and Wildlife
sponsors this archery education program
that is designed specifically for Physical

Education teachers of fourth through
twelfth grade students. Through this 8hour course, participants are nationally
certified by CPW instructors to safely setup and lead archery instruction in International Style Target Archery as part of a
school’s Physical Education Curriculum.
Upon passing the certification exam,
course participants will be certified nationally as Basic Archery Instructors
through NASP®. This workshop will also
start at 8:00 am and conclude at 4:00
pm. There is a one-hour lunch break mid
-day for participants and attendees are
responsible for their own lunch. The location for this workshop has not yet
been determined - please check our
website for more details as they become
available. The workshop will be held in
the Denver Metro Area. The cost for this
see Pre-Convention on page 5
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District 51 Physical Education Jamboree
By Jacob Royster
Colorado Mesa University
Student
I am a college student at
Colorado Mesa University.
Last May I was able to take part in the end
of the school year Jamboree. In School District 51, every two years, elementary PE
programs from all over the district come
and perform some routines. It allows for
the students to demonstrate
all of the skills they have
been learning and display
them for family and friends.
The kids love the experience
of putting on a show for the
family and friends. This is
also a great way to show
parents what their children

have been learning all year in PE.
We have a PE club at CMU and were
able to provide a volunteer to assist for
each school. The PE teachers appreciated
the help due to the large amount of equipment and high number of children participating. I personally assisted by setting out
equipment in the order that it would be
used. Once the show started, I used an
IPad to record the students performing.
This allowed for the PE teacher to present
the performances to their principal in an

effort to gain more support for the Jamboree.
This is a great end of the year event for
all of the PE programs. Unfortunately, the
Jamboree only takes place once every two
years. Putting on shows like this is great
for the kids and is also a great way to support physical education. When teachers
put in the extra work to create events like
this, it benefits the students, as well as
friends, families, coworkers and volunteers.

NEW AWARD VOTING PROCEDURE
By Patricia
Morrison
COAHPERD
Executive Director

Colorado has so many amazing, talented
teachers and administrators! Each year
we receive numerous high quality nominations for our award categories, making the
job of choosing the best of the best very
difficult. This year we added some new,
yet “old” faces to our recognition committee. A couple of past presidents joined
our recognition committee. The recognition voting committee consisted of the
COAHPERD President, Past President,
President Elect and two past presidents.
Another change to the voting procedure
was that all of the applications were submitted electronically. This helps our organization be “green” and streamlined the

process. Each year the recognition committee re-evaluates the award categories
and descriptions, making sure the voting
rubrics align with the award descriptions.
When a committee member completes
their scoring, they send it to me. As executive director, I receive all of the voting
results and share, then double check my
calculations with the recognition chair,
Donna Carey. We feel our procedures are
of the highest quality, to match the high
quality of nominations.
Some of our award categories align with
national recognitions. The Teachers of the
Year winners are encouraged to continue
their journey by applying to compete at
the Central District level, and if they win
there, their applications are sent on to
compete at the national level. More information about that process can be found
by
going
to:
http://www.shapeamerica.org/
recognition/awards/toy.cfm

The COAHPERD website includes
useful information about awards,
convention, workshops, and advocacy
resources. Click on the picture to go
there now and explore!
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Starting Your Year Off
Running
Follow COAHPERD
on Twitter
By Chris Watts
COAHPERD
President Elect

Getting back to the grind of the school year
is difficult to do! After the enjoyment of
summer it is hard to get back in the routine
of the classroom. But there are some ways
to ease that painful transition.
First, do not forget to take a little time for
you. During this time of the year it is easy
to push to the limit. During my lunches I
used to walk down to the green belt and sit
by the creek and eat. Get out of the building during lunch! Go for a short hike in the
mountains after school or on the weekend.
But do not forget about your time. To be
able to teach at a high level you must keep
your mind right!
Second, it is always a good idea to go back
SHAPE America recently
launched “Exchange” , a
place for members to interact. Exchange includes:
 A Professional Profile.
Participants can create a
professional profile, or
import their existing profile directly from LinkedIn.
 Discussion Board. Join
conversations on the
hottest topics in health
and physical education to
share ideas and opinions,
ask questions and see
what others are talking
about.
 Announcements. View custom news
updates for each community.
 Library/Shared Files Database. Upload
lesson plans, assessment tools and other resources to share with peers. Review

to school with your body in shape. Sometimes it is easy to let summer slip away in a
lounge chair poolside! But start walking a
few weeks before. Get your body used to
standing for a good portion of the day. Do a
few push-ups and sit-ups each night. Your
body needs to be ready also!
Finally, make sure all your “books” are
ready. What I mean by books is all management items are taken care of before student get there. Itemize your equipment
room. This helps for planning in the future.
Get the gym in order, all wall decorations
up, floor laid out the way you want it. Basically, get all your ducks in a row.
These may seem like simple items (except
the third, sometimes this takes all year),
but it helps us prepare as teachers for our
students time in our class. We have very
little time to begin with; we cannot let time
slip away at the beginning of the year!

stored resources.
 Blog Posts. Do you have a story to tell or
exciting new news to share with other
professionals? On Exchange you can
author your own Blog post.

continued from Pre-Convention page 2
workshop is $60
In addition to the full day workshops, COAHPERD is offering six half-day workshops
at the convention hotel. These workshops
include Teacher Of the Year presentations
with Colorado’s most recognized and
awarded educators in elementary, secondary, and dance education. SPARK is also
presenting a session on their incredible
NEW offerings that will include fantastic
lesson plans and instructional strategies.
The cost for each of these workshops is
$30.
The Higher Education committee will be
hosting an afternoon session for future professionals to network and learn from experts in their field. This session is free to
COAHPERD future professionals.
Last but certainly not least; the Colorado
Department of Education is sponsoring
both an introductory technology workshop
and an advanced technology workshop.
Substitute reimbursement is included with
this workshop! You must be a current COAHPERD member to attend either of these
free sessions.
The pre-convention workshops wrap up
with an exhibitor expo located at the hotel
that boasts exhibitor giveaways and an exciting contest for attendees to win money
to spend with the great folks who make this
convention possible. The last event of the
day will be a bowling party at Fat Cats
bowling alley in the Westminster Promenade from 6:30-8:30pm. There will be prizes for high score, trick shots and much
more. This event is free and is limited to
the first 50 people to sign up in person at
the hotel on Thursday October 16.
The session schedule can be found online
here mid-August.
Each of the preconvention workshops does have an
attendance maximum, so register early to
save your place. Register online here:
www.coahperd.org/convention
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Starting Off On the Right Foot: Setting
Season Goals
By Vicki Vaughan
US Anti-Doping
Association
For all coaches, the weeks
leading up to a “new” season can generate an assortment of emotions including excitement as well as anxiety. Personally I feel these few weeks prior
to the start of the season are critical for me
as a coach. They allow me time to assess
the previous season and make necessary
adjustments around the new squad of players before dedicating myself to personal
coaching goals. These goals will often vary
year to year, and they may or may not be
measurable. I have noticed that with age,
my goals have become more inward and
are more focused on the process rather
than the outcome. For example, rather
than stating that I wanted to lead the team
to a conference championship, I would set
my goal as helping the team reach its fullest
potential.
Here are various pre-season goals that I
have established during my 28 years of
coaching experience:
 Commit to being organized each day
with a detailed and progressive practice plan
 Provide opportunities for personal
growth and life lessons
 Serve as a role model and teacher of
positive values through sport
 Communicate my coaching philosophy
with players and parents
 Create a safe learning environment for
my players, both physically and emotionally
 Maximize my time with the team by
creating “teaching moments” on and
off the court
 Emphasize the importance of academics, time management, and a balanced
life
 Utilize players to demonstrate and











teach in certain situations while also
creating leadership opportunities
Allow opportunities for my staff to
maximize their strengths and potential
Listen with both mind and heart
Implement innovative coaching techniques and strategies by staying current
Prepare the team for competition and
the outcome—whether a win or a loss
Create an atmosphere that is conducive to hard work and learning while
still emphasizing fun
Assist each player in identifying her
role on the team and the importance of
each participant
Take accurate attendance and teach
the importance of commitment
Keep accurate statistics and implement
motivational tactics related to results
Merge conditioning and fitness into
practice drills whenever possible

‘I have noticed that with age,
my goals have become more
inward and are more focused
on the process rather than the
outcome.”
My season is generally interrupted by a
winter break, which offers a useful opportunity for reflection and review of my personal coaching goals. During this halfway
point in the season, I “check in” with my
goals to see if indeed I am on target with
how I want to coach and direct the team. I
can also make adjustments to my goals, if
needed, and either alter them or add new
goals. It is important to note that goals are
intended to be pliable and can change over
time or simply due to circumstance.
Besides setting personal coaching goals, it is
vital that the players and team establish
their own goals—both individually and collectively. Over the years I have experimented with this process and have found it more
effective to set goals after the initial few

weeks of practice and games. This allotted
time allows players to better establish their
roles and become acquainted with their
abilities, the system, and expectations.
Prior to setting personal goals, and if time
permits, I assign each player with the task
of listing her personal strengths as well as
weaknesses, mostly pertaining to her skills.
It is important that the player have an equal
number of each.
Next, I schedule individual conferences with
each player where we discuss these as well
as ideas on how to convert the weaker areas into strengths. This “action plan” involves several long-term goals, which usually address the weaknesses, as well as shortterm goals that support the larger goal.
Here is an example:
 Long-Term Goal: Improve my free
throw percentage to 75% for the season.
 Short-Term Goal: Shoot 200 extra free
throws a week and record them.
 Short-Term Goal: Visualize shooting a
perfect free throw each night before
going to bed.
 Short-Term Goal: Shoot 10 free throws
each practice with my eyes closed for
muscle memory.
Following our conference, each player designs her own goals and later shares them
with me in writing. Once approved, the
goals are duplicated—I keep a copy and
“I schedule individual conferences
with each player where we discuss
these [goals] as well as ideas on
how to convert the weaker areas
into strengths.”
return the original to the player for her to
display in her locker or at home where she
can view them. Goals need to be made
visible and are more likely to be attained if
they are seen, reviewed and even revised
on a regular basis.
See Setting Goals on page 9
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By Kelly Wilbert,
Physical Education
Teacher, Pine Lane
Elementary, Parker,
CO

LESSON PLAN
arms. If cannot raise one normally, it
may be a sign of a stroke.

abnormal, go to another doctor for a
second opinion and get help F.A.S.T.

Standard Addressed: Comprehensive
Health and Physical Education #2

S = speech Ask person to say a simple
sentence “The sky is blue.” If speech
does not sound normal it may be a sign
of a stroke.

After 2 minutes, change taggers and doctors and play again, changing locomotor
movement used; skip, gallop, side slide,
hop, etc.

Additional teacher information can be
found at www.strokeassociation.org

T = Time
Time is important; you
must get medical help FAST and call 911.

Safety: Review safe tag rules before
beginning

Equipment: White board and markers, 3
short foam noodles for taggers

How to play the game:

Modifications: Modify movement skill
and/or have a peer buddy if selected to
be tagger or doctor

F.A.S.T. Stroke Tag
Grades: 1-6

Lesson: Write on the white board the
following information and discuss with
students in an age appropriate way:

Students spread out in safe space with a
quick review of tag safety, i.e.: watch
where you are going, tag gently below
shoulders, etc.

What is a stroke? (When a blood vessel
in the brain is clogged and blood with
oxygen cannot get to the brain)

Choose 3 students to be the taggers,
Blood Clots, and start in the center of
the room with foam noodle.

High blood pressure and blood clots are
leading causes of stroke.

Choose 4 students to be Doctors who
spread out on the perimeter, hospital,
out of bounds.

When you suspect someone is having a
stroke, you must act F.A.S.T!
F = face
Ask person to smile. If face
looks droopy, or smile is crooked, it may
be a sign of a stroke.
A = arms Ask person to raise both

Closure:
Discuss and ask students what F.A.S.T
stands for? (Think, Pair, Share, or paper
and pencil assessment)
What can a child your age do to help
someone who you suspect may be having a stroke? (Act fast and call 911)

On “GO”, students begin playing tag. If
tagged, student goes out of bounds to a
doctor. The doctor will ask the student
to do one of these 3 things: smile, raise
both arms or say a simple sentence. If
done normally, go back into the game. If

Continued from President on Page 1
Click on the link below for some cool colorful Colorado State facts:
http://www.50states.com/facts/
colorado.htm#.U10-oV7zdqE
School has started already for some of our
members like me and we are off and running. Other members will begin in a few
short weeks. Begin your teaching this year
with an emphasis on maximizing movement
time for you and your students. Schedule
an outside observer to come in and actually
time how much of your Physical Education
class is activity time. This will help you set
goals for more activity time in each of your
classes and then you can adjust your teach-

ing accordingly.
Challenge yourself to take on one new
thing with or for your students. My plan is
to set up a system in our school much like
Jennifer Handy has at Frontier K-8 in Aurora. They have a “time in” program where
students who have blown it or lost their
cool can go to another location and fill out
a “time-in” with another teacher. The student must ask to come into the class they
are visiting and that teacher signs off on
their “time-in” before they return to their
original location. My dream is to set up
several options for “time-in” such as a physical activity choice as well as a written reflection piece.

What will you do to reinvigorate your
teaching in this year?
How will YOU Shine Where You Are?
Please send me your plan, idea, or accomplished item at: clhepburn@aps.k12.co.us

Leann Hepburn
2014 COAHPERD President
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Click Here
to register
for this
amazing
workshop!
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MINDFULNESS PRACTICE IN THE CLASSROOM
AND GYM: MAKING A REAL IMPACT IN STUDENT
LEARNING
Authors: James Ball, Ph.D.; Carol Foust,
Ph.D.;
Christine
Rochester
Ed.D.
(Colorado State University – Pueblo)
What is Mindfulness?
Mindfulness has been defined as
“paying attention in a particular way: on
purpose, in the present moment, and
nonjudgmentally” (Kabat-Zinn, 2006, p.
145). It may seem strange to specifically
define mindfulness as “paying attention”
to life, but unfortunately many people
move through their lives without attention. Being fully present in the moment
can help people connect more with
themselves, others, and their environment (Allen, Chambers, & Knight, 2006)
and can improve their overall quality of
life. Engaging in mindfulness is also a
very useful tool in the learning environment. We constantly tell students to
“pay attention”, but we very rarely teach
them the skills to be in the present moment engaging with the curriculum. A
mindfulness practice can develop a
strong sense of attention and concentration, which are key skills in the learning
process.
“There are five underlying
dimensions of mindfulness:
observing, describing, acting with
awareness, non-judging of inner
experience, and non-reactivity to
inner experience.”
The opposite of mindfulness is
mindlessness or, commonly referred to
as, being in “auto-pilot”, going through
the motions of routine but not fully experiencing or attending to the present
situation. When mindless, we are more
likely to employ heuristics, assumptions,
and old habits to make decisions and

guide our behavior (Vohs, Baumeister, &
Ciarocco, 2005). In other words individuals are more likely to continue ineffective
behaviors even if they are causing problems or pain. Finally, mindlessness,
which is denoted as the relative absence
of mindfulness, can be defensively motivated, as when an individual refuses to
acknowledge or attend to a thought,
emotion, motive, or object of perception
(Brown & Ryan, 2003). Mindlessness is a
barrier to the learning process.
There are five underlying dimensions of mindfulness and these include: observing (attending to or noticing
internal and external stimuli, such as
sensations, emotions, cognitions, sights,
sounds, and smells), describing (noting
or mentally labeling these stimuli with
words), acting with awareness (attending
to one’s current actions, as opposed to
behaving automatically or absentmindedly), non-judging of inner experience (refraining from evaluation of one’s
sensations, cognitions, and emotions)
and non-reactivity to inner experience
(allowing thoughts and feelings to come
and go, without attention getting caught
up in them) (Baer et al. 2006).
Although mindfulness meditation is often related to Buddhist philosophy or religious disciplines, it has evolved
in the West as a secular field of practice.
Numerous studies have determined that
the secular practice of mindfulness can
improve learning, attitude, and satisfaction and reduce stress and chronic pain.
The recent literature on mindfulness
creates a clear and beneficial picture of
higher functioning and overall wellbeing.
It is evident that mindfulness practices
should be integrated into the learning
environment. It would be wrong to let a
child grow into adulthood without the
chance to at least be exposed to the con-

“Educating students on mindfulness
and the components of practicing
mindfulness can help facilitate
behavior change.”
cepts of mindfulness.
What is the science behind mindfulness?
Research conducted over more than 20
years demonstrates numerous physical
and psychological benefits of mindfulness practice. Neuroscientific research
shows a connection between mindfulness and brain neuroplasticity, the ability
to build new neural connections, and
brain thickening in the cortical structures
in charge of attention, memory, selfreflection, empathy and affective regulation (Holzel et al., 2008; Luders, Toga,
Lepore, & Gaser, 2009). Greeson (2009)
reviewed several hundred studies on
mindfulness between 2003 and 2008 and
distilled 52 studies that had the best empirical and theoretical rigor. In his mindfulness research update he states “The
latest scientific research on mindfulness
has demonstrated beneficial effects on
several aspects of whole-person health,
including the mind, the brain, the body,
and behavior. Clinical trials and laboratory studies alike suggest that the mechanisms of mindfulness involve not only
relaxation, but important shifts in cognition, emotion, biology, and behavior that
may work synergistically to improve
health.” (Greeson, 2009, p. 5). Several of
the studies in the research update are
discussed in this section.
Mindfulness techniques and
meditative practices have been positively
related to effective functioning, which
includes academic performance, concentration, perceptual sensitivity, reaction
see Mindfulness on page 11
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Thus, it is important at various points in the season
for the coach to remind the players to review their
goals. Some seasons allow more time than others
and have allowed for more individual conferences
throughout the season. These meetings serve beneficial to the players and not only allow an opportunity to revise their goals as needed, but also offer
an opportunity to review their strengths and weaknesses and address any issues. One might consider
having an assistant coach present during these conferences to add support and risk management.
The end-of-season conference is probably the most
important, and generally the most challenging one
to fit in considering most seasons abruptly end with
either a disappointing loss or a celebrative championship. Even so, as a coach it is important to note
that all the work on goals throughout the season is
somewhat pointless if there is no follow up at the
conclusion of the season. Even if time is limited, I
try to at least have a conversation with each player
to ask if they met their goals for the season. Further I find it helpful to discuss their areas of improvement and what they need to work on in the
off-season, which inevitably links them to next season.
Regarding team goals, I utilize a similar process as
with the personal player goals; however, these
goals are established by the team with everyone
present. Preliminary discussion would include results from the previous season, roster changes and
depth, schedule outlook, and team potential, as
well as strengths and weaknesses. It is important
to touch base with the team on a regular basis to
assess progress toward the team goals and make
adjustments where necessary. Remember that
goals are not etched in stone and should be designed knowing that changing a goal is sometimes
necessary. Goal setting is important for young people, so do not miss out on an opportunity to teach
this vital life-skill to your players that they will use
for the rest of their lives.
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YOUR ARE INVITED…
Who: YOU!
What: 2014 COAHPERD Convention
When: October 16-18, 2014
Where: The Denver Marriott
Westminster at Church Ranch
7000 Church Ranch Boulevard,
Westminster CO, 80021
http://www.marriott.com/hotels/
travel/DENMW
Why: Continuing Education Credit, 80+ Incredible Sessions, Exhibit
Hall, Camaraderie and Great Giveaways!
If you plan on staying at the Marriott Westminster at Church Ranch,
please make your guestroom reservation soon. Our discounted rate
of $109 (not including tax) will be offered until September 24th. Reservations can be made by clicking here or by calling 720-887-1177
and asking for the COAHPERD group rate.

Looking for more information? Check out http://
coahperd.org/convention. Session agenda and other
details will be posted as they are available.

Shine where you are in 2014!

What I Love At the Beginning of the Year: “I like to start the year
with setting up our classroom norms. This helps everyone; prior
students, new students, guests and myself stay accountable to the
expectations we set for one another. It is our first experience with
our new community (new classes) and helps support an efficient
and effective learning community. In addition, it provides the
framework for creating a constructivist approach to learning and
teaching - creating freedom within a structure.”
– Jennifer Ebbe Handy

“I look forward to the energy that the students bring back. They
are so excited to tell you about every little thing that they did over
the summer!”
– Kenny Webb

Visit COAHPERD on
Facebook

“I look forward to my little ones running into my room and saying,
‘He is huge!’”
-Chris Watts
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time, memory, empathy, and self-esteem (Walsh & Shapiro, 2006).
Practicing mindfulness techniques also have been directly related to
better sleep quality, stress reduction, and an overall increase in personal wellness (Caldwell, Harrison, Adams, Quin, & Greeson, 2010;
Oman, Shapiro, Thoresen, Plante, & Flinders, 2008; Carmody &
Baer, 2007). Mindfulness interventions have shown to help people
who have anxiety disorders, are depressive, chronic pain, and binge
-eating disorders (Kabat-Zinn, 1990; Kabat-Zinn et al., 1992; Kristeller & Jones, 2006; Ma & Teasdale, 2004; Segal, Williams, & Teasdale, 2002; Telch, Agras, & Linehan, 2001).
Mindfulness has been shown to help obese individuals
control their eating behaviors to help with weight reduction and to
help people overcome drug or alcohol problems (Lillis, Hayes,
Bunting, & Masuda, 2009; Bowen, Parks, Coumar, & Marlatt, 2006).
Perceived daily physical activity level was significantly associated
with mindfulness in the expected positive direction, as well as the
extent to which physical activity was enjoyed and the number of
days reported to be physically active in the past week (Roberts &
Danoff-Burg, 2010). Mindfulness practice was also linked to improved job satisfaction, perceiving difficulties as challenges rather
than threats, more positive interpersonal work relationships, and
enhanced life meaning (Hunter & McCormick, 2008). Mindfulness
practice can be used to help people who have numerous health
concerns.
Mindfulness can improve physical awareness through
movement and stillness, breath awareness, and concentrative
awareness (McIver, O’Halloran, & McGartland, 2009). Mindfulness
can increase motivation for lifestyle changes involving diet and
physical activity (Ludwig & Kabat-Zinn, 2008). Lastly, mindfulness
has been shown to enhance athletic performance and overall psychological and general well-being of athletic clientele (Moore &
Gardner, 2011). Positive effects have been detected in people who
meditated for just a few minutes a day (Rondon, 2006). A study at
the Psychiatric Neuroimaging Research Program of Massachusetts
General Hospital found significant positive changes in the brain
through an 8-week Mindfulness Based Stress Reduction (MBSR)
training program. Increased grey matter thickening was seen in the
hippocampus, a part of the brain important in learning and memory
(Holzel et al., 2011). Overall, the time devoted to a mindfulness
practice is a worthwhile endeavor that can improve functioning,
meaning and life satisfaction.
How does mindfulness impact learning?
There are currently numerous issues in education that
could benefit from mindfulness training and awareness. Amy Saltzman, who works with the Association for Mindfulness Education,
states (2011) “The practice of mindfulness teaches students how to
pay attention, and this way of paying attention enhances both academic and social emotional learning. Students are being diagnosed
with depression, anxiety, ADHD, eating disorders, cutting, addictions, and other self-destructive behaviors at epidemic rates. Cruelty, bulling and violence are on the rise. Most, if not all, children
could benefit from learning to focus their attention, to become less
reactive, and to be more compassionate with themselves and others” (p. 2).
A meta-analysis indicates that mindfulness is positively cor-
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related to conscientiousness, self-discipline, self-awareness, and
self-regulation (Giluk, 2009). Mindfulness techniques and meditative practices also have been found to be positively related to effective functioning, which includes academic performance, concentration, perceptual sensitivity, reaction time, memory, empathy, and
self-esteem (Walsh & Shapiro, 2006). Shapiro, Brown, and Austin
(2011) found that mindfulness based practices can enhance students’ attention, openness to learning, emotional balance, prosocial behavior, compassionate action, and physical and mental well
-being. Slavik (2014) found that after mindfulness activities were
implemented students were better able to cope, attend to learning,
and have a greater sense of calmness.
In health and physical education, a mindfulness curriculum
could be used to coincide with curriculums based on the social cognitive theory, self-regulation, and the teaching of personal social
responsibility presented by Glanz, Rimer, & Lewis (2002) and Hellison (2011). Self-regulation (also called self-control) is “personal
regulation of a goal-directed behavior or performance” (Glanz et al.,
2002, p. 169). A health education teacher’s role is not only one of
educator, but also as a facilitator of behavior change (Edwards,
Higley, Zeruth, & Murphy, 2007; Fahlman, Singleton & Kliber, 2002).
Teaching self awareness, self worth, self mastery, and self control
are important and, if channeled with mindfulness, it will increase an
individual’s sense of self (Hellison, 2011; Odahowski, 2004).
Educating students on mindfulness and the components of
practicing mindfulness can help facilitate behavior change by increasing one’s self regulatory skills and enhancing their ability to
focus or not let their mind wander (Lillis, Hayes, Bunting, & Masuda,
2009; Bowen, Parks, Coumar, & Marlatt, 2006; Howell & Buro,
2011). Students today have many competing demands on their
attention at all times and much of it is derived from the plethora of
technological and communication devices they own (Docksai, 2013).
Learning to concentrate and ground oneself is a critical skill for
young people to develop so they don’t get overwhelmed (Docksai,
2013).
Burke and Hawkins (2012) said that “Mindfulness as an educational tool is the most sound practice that we have encountered
to encourage students not only to increase their academic achievement, but also their own social and emotional learning” (p. 36).
Mindfulness helps students better understand themselves and others, make healthy choices and decisions, and to be responsive rather than reactive (Burke & Hawkins, 2012). It encourages students
to find purpose and meaning in their own lives (Burke & Hawkins,
2012). Teachers should encourage students to unveil their own
purpose in life and mindfulness activities have been shown to help
with this. Teachers need to empower students so they are able to
refer to their own inner wisdom that can bring them contentment
as they learn their own instincts (Burke & Hawkins, 2012).
Can mindfulness make me a better teacher?
Recently, people in education have starting working to
establish a new direction to incorporate mindfulness techniques
(Odahowski, 2004). Being fully present in the moment can help
people connect more with themselves, others, and their environment (Allen, Chambers, & Knight, 2006). Teaching students of all
ages to use these mindfulness techniques in their daily lives can be
see Mindfulness on page 12
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very influential and may help them be more successful in their future.
Teachers can begin with their own practice of mindfulness.
It can be hard for a teacher to pay attention in the present moment
especially with all the student demands and dealing with misbehaving students (Zakrzewski, 2013). However, all of the benefits already detailed can be enjoyed by the teacher as well as the student
and can improve the ability to teach as well as learn. Effective public
teaching is very demanding and stressful. A randomized control
group study applying an 8 week MBSR training of employees in a
workplace resulted in reduced stress perception, enhanced sense of
wellbeing, increased positive emotions, and improved immune
function (Davidson et al., 2003). A 2-year action research qualitative study on Mindfulness Based Wellness Education (MBWE) found
five core themes among teachers and included increases in personal
and professional identity, reflective practice, holistic vision of teaching, social and emotional competence, and engagement in teacher
education (Soloway, 2011).
Mindfulness trainings have been found to be beneficial
within the classroom as well. Teachers who have had training in
mindfulness techniques have increased their ability to “manage
classroom behavior and establish and maintain supportive relationships with students” (Meiklejohn, et al., 2012, p. 1). Jennings,
Snowberg, Coccia, & Greenberg (2011) found that teachers were
able to create a more autonomous and supportive environment for
students within the classroom after they received mindfulness
training. Teachers who build on the trainings and practice mindfulness have been shown to listen more deeply and develop emotional
awareness as well as empathy and compassion toward the students
within the classroom (Hicks & Bien, 2008; Shapiro & Carlson 2009).
A positive correlation between emotional health and practicing mindfulness has been found as well. Teachers who practice
mindfulness techniques experience an increased level of selfcompassion, and a decrease in anxiety levels, depression, and burnout (Zakrzewski, 2013). As educators spend more time in the profession and participate in more continuing education opportunities
they tend to develop improved methods of teaching (Bogler &
Somech, 2004). The practice of mindfulness can make more effective teachers by allowing them to handle stressful situations better
and by providing more emotional and instructional support for students (Zakrzewski, 2013).
How does mindfulness fit into the health and physical education
curriculum?
Thinking of one’s body and one’s emotions during physical
activity, along with breathing exercises, yoga, and various martial
arts type practices have long been part of physical education
around the world. In North America the original National Association for Sport and Physical Education (NASPE) standards in 1986 and
the NASPE standards of today are explicate on the importance of
the development of personal and social responsibility in a physical
education setting (SHAPE, 2014). Don Hellison is the founder on the
Teaching Personal and Social Responsibility (TPSR) movement. He
and others around the world have worked with mostly inner city
school aged children to teach self control, how to eventually care
for others and take their responsibility into their communities. The
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physical education environment has always been an important area
for teaching students how to control themselves and their emotions
in potentially volatile competitive settings. In the health classroom,
self control is equally important. The health classroom is where
students can be expected to share personal information. Eradicating sarcasm and one-upmanship is necessary to create an engaging learning community where sensitive and important issues are
expected to be discussed.
What are the practical implications and how can I integrate mindfulness in my classroom?
We can start by introducing students to some of the basic
activities included in mindfulness. Some activities include: meditation, yoga, tai-chi, visualization, body scan, stress management
techniques, journaling, different breathing techniques, using mantras, and noticing internal and external stimuli, such as sensations,
cognitions, sights, sounds, smells, and being more aware of their
thoughts and emotions. Some specific activities include having students observe their breath (breath in for 2 seconds, hold breath for
2 seconds, and breath out for 2 seconds, observe their thoughts and
feelings, do a guided meditation with them, practice mindful eating
(observe taste, smell, and texture of what they eat), and practice
mindful walking (observe muscles and sensations of walking)
(Hornich-Lisciandro, 2013).
Hellison and others throughout the world that use TSPR
begin with what is called Level I behavior. At Level I students internalize having respect for others. They study and participate in the
control of their emotions in the present situation and do not behave
in ways that interfere with the learning and teaching of others in
the physical activity setting. Without the foundations of Level IRespect- the other levels, Level II- Participation, Level III- Self direction and Level IV- Caring, are not possible (Hellison, 2011).
Some tips for teaching mindfulness include practice mindfulness yourself, choose a time in your classroom for students to
practice mindfulness to help make it a habit, create the proper environment for which mindfulness activity occurs, get all students involved, share your experiences of when you were mindful, and have
them share their experiences as well (Cowan, 2010). Chances are
you are already doing some mindfulness activities, for example Having students go to a time-out area and consider their behavior
and possible journal about it is considered a mindfulness activity.
Here are some links to help you expand your repertoire.
 http://www.mindfulschools.org/training/curriculum-training/?
gclid=CNO2kImTrr4CFaNhMgod7BAAhA
 http://www.mindful.org/?
gclid=CMWOsMSTrr4CFcQ7MgodwEQAxw
 http://www.childmind.org/en/posts/articles/2012-4-23mindfulness-classroom
Don’t be overwhelmed by the wealth of information available. Although there are several curriculums, articles and programs
available to help you integrated mindfulness practice into your
teaching it can seem daunting. If you think you may not have time
to develop a whole curriculum or to completely integrate the practices just start with something simple. Just begin a breathing practice in your own life. Just begin with a simple activity with your students. Just begin.
see Mindfulness on page 13
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FROM THE PRESIDENT
By Leann Hepburn
COAHPERD President
Dear COAHPERD Members,
The school year is whizzing
by! Here is hoping this note
finds you still enjoying the
time with your students.
Many of you have shared with me that your
job is great because of your students. I
would echo that sentiment!
This first shout out is to ask YOU, our
great members to send in photos to the editor that show YOU active with YOUR stu-

dents. We
would love to
showcase these
photos. (Be sure
your students
have a photo
release.)
The second
shout out is for YOU, our great members to
send in photos of YOU out there being active! We would love to include these on our
website and in our slideshow at convention!
I have included a few of my own below.
see President on page 11

COLORADO TEACHERS
WIN NATIONAL AWARDS
By Aaron Ford
Past President

Over 3,500 Health, Physical
Education, Recreation and
Dance specialists from all
around the world descended on St. Louis for the 2014
AAHPERD Convention. As the convention officially kicked off on Wednesday,
April 2nd, AAHPERD revealed their new
name, the Society of Health and Physical
Educators (SHAPE America) and new
logo (see page 4). At the welcoming
general session, AAHPERD president,
Gale Wiedow, welcomed all of the
attendees and invited two keynote
speakers to address the crowd. 1992
and 1996 Olympic medalist, Shannon
Miller, was first to speak. Miller shared
her fight to become physically active for

a lifetime after leaving her role as a competitive athlete. Following Miller was
Deborah Tackmann, a middle school
teacher, that reminded us how important our role is in the lives of educating and empowering todays youth.
Tachmann reminded us that everyday is
an opportunity to make a difference in
someone’s life.
The convention continued on over the
following three days with interesting
sessions, wonderful collegiality and
many attendees from Colorado being
honored for their wonderful contributions to their profession. On Thursday
afternoon, Central District of SHAPE
America recognized their award winners
for the year. Makenzie Muschell was
see SHAPE Awards on page 10
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Working with students with
visual impairments
Do you have a
student in your
Physical Education class with a
visual impairment? Maybe they are
blind or have low vision? There are adaptations you can make to your equipment that can promote safety, independence, and an opportunity for these
students to succeed in your Physical
Education class. In this article you will
learn how to make adaptations to
equipment used for striking and throwing balls.
By Aimee Twaddle
Colorado School for
Deaf and Blind

Making adaptations to existing equipment is easy. Save your grocery store
plastic bags, collect large trash can liners, and buy a few different rolls of col-

orful duct tape. The bags and liners will
create sound and the tape will create
contrast to help with tracking. Include
your students’ in the development of
making adaptations and explain the
purpose. This will be a great advocacy opportunity for all. During
the adaptation process you will
want to consider a few things: 1)
will this adaptation be safe and
effective, 2) will the adaptation
promote independence?

Remember the time you went to
that convention and attended that
one session that inspired you? Remember how you couldn’t wait to
get back to your school to implement
those ideas? Remember how those
new ideas changed your whole program and motivated you do even
more great things with your program? Well, as presenters, these are
the things that we hope will happen
after you come to a session at convention. At COAHPERD, we highly
encourage all teachers and profes-

see Visual on page 13

To add sound and contrast to
any ball simply place the ball inside the bag and tie it tight while
trying to make it as seamless as
possible. Add the tape for contrast and try to tape the handles/

Making your Convention
Presentation Shine
By Elizabeth Sharp
Colorado Mesa
University

seems of the bag down with a circular
pattern of north to south and again east
to west. Be prepared to repair and replace often. When playing basketball,

sionals to share their ideas and present at convention; however, there
are some simple things to remember
when planning your session to make
it really memorable.
The first thing is to make sure that
all visuals are visible. Just like we
want all students in the gym to be
able to see our demonstrations, we
should make sure that all attendees
can see demonstrations, PowerPoints, etc. The second thing is to
allow attendees to interact with the
presentation. This could be through
asking questions, allowing a “sharing
of ideas” at the end, or inviting the
attendees to participate in the session. Hands-on opportunities helps
the information to stick and also

makes the session more enjoyable.
Handouts are also a real bonus during sessions. Whether you print off
copies to hand out or upload your
handouts to the COAHPERD website,
convention attendees like to walk
away with the ideas already written
out so that they don’t forget the
great presentation.
Whether you are presenting a new
game idea, a series of lesson ideas,
or research on moving and healthy
living, take the time to plan a meaningful presentation that will inspire
the attendees and make your session
shine.

Follow COAHPERD
on Twitter
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By Linda Newman &
Jennifer Ebbe Handy
Aurora Frontier K-8
Teachers

The Walking Classroom

Wouldn’t it be amazing to have a program that combines literacy, movement, technology and fun? Grab your
Walk-It (part of the walking classroom
program) and join us in The Walking
Classroom. This unique program provides 96 podcasts aligned with Common Core Standards in 5th grade for
students to listen to while exercising.
The podcasts are pre-programed, easy
to use and begin with a health literacy
lesson. In addition, there is a teacher’s
manual that provides quizzes, inquiry
questions and lesson plans that support each topic.
This is a great way to incorporate
MORE PHYSICAL ACTIVITY into the day
for students (and teachers). In other
words, you can have Physical Educa-

tion, recess, and even more movement
with The Walking Classroom.
At Aurora Frontier K-8, in Aurora, Colorado, 5th grade students use The Walking Classroom at least twice a week
inside or outside depending on the
weather. Mrs. Linda Newman, 5th
Grade Science Teacher, provides an
elective for all 5th grade students. In
her elective she ties together wellness
via The 5th Gear Kids program and The
Walking Classroom grant. Mrs. Newman was proud to explain, “You know
it is a walking day when students walk
in with a smile on their face and their
ear buds in their hands. Students look
forward to figuring out which podcast
we will be listening to by using the
clues in our Learning Target. It is also

fun to see the “light bulbs” turning on
when the podcast reinforces a concept
the students have been learning in one
of their classes. Some of the students
have taken on the challenge of completing as many laps around our walking loop (without running!) as they can
before the podcast is over.”
If you would like more information on
The Walking Classroom here are some
links:
http://www.thewalkingclassroom.org/
http://www.thewalkingclassroom.org/
join.php
https://5thgearkids.org

FROM THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
By Patricia Morrison
COAHPERD Executive Director

The 2014 National SHAPE America
Convention was an inspiring convention full of meetings with the best of
the best in our business. As the executive director, it is my responsibility is
to gather information and bring it back
to COAHPERD. Below is a summary
from my meetings:
Jump Rope for Heart Coordinators
Breakfast – Leaders from across the
country gathered to celebrate successful Jump and Hoops events. We broke
up into small groups and Central District leaders shared ways they help
recognize teachers who hosted successful Jump and Hoops events and

motivate teachers to sign up for an
event. The ducks were a great hit all
across the nation as is evident by the
30% increase in revenue from events
across the country. One way to put
fundraising into understandable terms
is to share that $50 equals the amount
of money it takes to train one person
in CPR and First Aid, which could equal
at least one life saved.
AAHPERD General Session – The new
name and logo for SHAPE America
were announced.

National Summit of State Physical
Education Leaders - Advocacy leaders
from SHAPE, Carly Braxton and Francesca Zavacky gave us insight on state
and national advocacy. We discussed
the National Initiative 1305 which provides funding for all states. They created a document to help guide us for
Effective Physical Education Policy and
gave us a wonderful document on
Comprehensive School Physical Activity
Program Policy Continuum. Leann
Hepburn and Chris Watts were also in
attendance.
Central District State Executive Directors Meeting – Discussion regarding
the 2015 CDA convention The Power
of Unity to be held February 5-7, 2015
at Morehead/Fargo MN, with program
proposals due by June 1, 2014. With
the reorganization of SHAPE, at this
see Director on page 9
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There’s an App
for that 5
By Sue Barnd
Metropolitan
State University
of Denver

Due to the
rapid advancements
and development of new
technologies, there are now
a countless number of software applications available
that can be used to improve
the health and fitness of an
individual. You do not need
to be a qualified personal
trainer or expert in technology in order to use the applications to achieve health
benefits.
The applications focus on
the two main areas of living
a healthy life by having a
healthy, well balanced, and
nutritious diet or by engaging in regular physical activity. The apps range in price
from free to $4.49
The All-in Fitness App
($4.99) : The All-in Fitness
application has everything
you need to start a health
kick. Within the app are over
1,000 fitness and yoga exercises that are categorized by
muscle groups and equipment required. High quality
video and audio of the exercises is also provided which
is a major help for novices.
The application also contains
a workout calendar to help

maintain motivation and
comes with a free monthly
Fitness e-magazine containing further information and
guidance.
FoodSwitch App (Free):
FoodSwitch is an application
designed to help people
make healthy and informed
decisions when it comes to
choosing foods to eat. By
scanning the barcode on a
food item with your iPhones
camera, the FoodSwitch app
is able to provide a range of
similar foods to the particular item scanned from different brands. The app then
shows the nutritional information of all the different
similar foods (Fat, sugars,
salt, energy etc.) so that the
user can analyze the food
items and choose the healthiest option. The application
also has a GlutenSwitch and
SaltSwitch which can be used
to cater for people with specific dietary requirements.
FoodSwitch not only has
the benefit of saving time by
not having to search the supermarket for different
brands to compare, but assists the user in obtaining a
healthier diet. The application can be applied in the PE
setting across all nutrition
units as well as assisting in
providing information for the
dietary needs of people with
see Apps on page 13

COULD FAMOUS QUOTES
INFLUENCE A PARADIGM
SHIFT IN COLORADO’S
ATTITUDE TOWARD
PHYSICAL EDUCATION?
By Clay Ellis
Aurora Central
High School

Note, this is
the
second
part of a two-part series.
The first part was printed in
the March 1 edition.
President Thomas Jefferson said, “Leave all the
afternoon for exercise and
recreation, which are as necessary as reading. I will rather say more necessary because health is worth more
than learning.” One of the
most alarming trends occurring around the nation is the
practice of waiving or exempting students from physical education because they
are in athletics or marching
band or another EXTRA curricular activity. The main
reason given for these decisions is the amount of time
students participate in EXTRA activities. They do not
take into account the actual
content being taught in a
quality physical education
class. Don’t get me wrong,
extracurricular activities are
very important and teach
some important concepts
that assist with the education of the whole child, but
they are extra. In Colorado,

most athletic coaches are
not qualified to be physical
educators; most athletic directors are former coaches
or are promoted to administration from other content
areas and music teachers
(marching band directors)
are music teachers.
Shelley Pfohl is the Executive Director of the President’s Council for Physical
Fitness, Sports and Nutrition. I echo her quote for
higher education students
majoring in physical education for the sole purpose of
becoming a coach for the
sport for which they are passionate. “Find another major!” Too many high school
coaches become “old
school” “gym” teachers in
order to focus their efforts
on winning extracurricular
games. Physical education is
meant for all students and
should be taught to the entire student body in a
school, not just the few athletes in a class or a school.
Colorado also allows for extracurricular coaches to be
hired without any kind of
teaching certification. They
may have gained their experience playing the particular
sport they are hired to
coach. If they are certified
physical education teachers,

see Quotes on page 12
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION TEACHES FAIRNESS
AND RESPECT, NOT JUST ATHLETICS
By Jen Roddell
Fendale High
School

Note: This article was
previously printed in
the Bellingham Herald
on February 12, 2014.

So, after a while it gets old to hear
that I teach "gym." I don't teach
"gym," I teach children. My specialty
is physical education. I'm going to
take a second and jump up on my
soapbox and let you know some of
the things that frustrate me when I
hear them:
"You get to play all day!" Really?
Do you really consider giving 25-30
elementary-aged children hockey
sticks "playing?" I teach the kids how
to be safe while they learn how to
play a game/sport/activity that will
engage their brains and their bodies.
I teach them how work together by
talking to each other. I assess their
skills while monitoring their behaviors, interactions and level of involvement. I don't play, I teach.
“Do you really consider giving 25-30
elementary-aged children hockey
sticks ‘playing’?”

"I could do your job." Really? How
much schooling have you had on the
biomechanics and kinesiology of
throwing a ball? Did you take premed classes in college? Do you know
what it means to be proficient in a
skill? How would you determine
that? Can you keep the attention of 5
-year-olds? Can you calm and improve the self-esteem of a fifth-grade
girl who feels like her world is falling

down around her? Can you challenge
the athletes in the class while giving
the ones that don't know how to
hold a ball individualized attention?
Can you clean up a bloody nose and
a peeing accident while your boss
looks over your shoulder? I can.
“I have the best job because I love
what I do.”

"I wish I could teach gym.
I loved that class in elementary
school!" Really? Go find a gym and
teach it. I teach children. I teach
them how to make decisions that
impact their bodies and their lives. I
teach them that winning isn't everything and losing can be a learning
experience. I teach them how to
treat human beings with fairness and
thoughtfulness. I teach them that not
everyone gets to "win." I teach them
that competitiveness doesn't have to
be a negative thing -- it can lead to
the creation of a great leader. I teach
them that the quiet students often
have the best ideas. I teach them
that it isn't just the boys that kick
butt in athletics. Just because I'm
using a game to do it, doesn't mean
that what I do is easy or less important. Every teacher does this; we
just all have different subjects to create our lessons in.
"You make it look easy!" This one
doesn't get on my nerves. This one is
an extreme compliment. This means
that I am doing a good job. It means
that I have taught my kids well. It
means that they have helped me develop what our classroom expecta-

tions are and what will happen if
someone doesn't live up to them.
They have to buy-in to what we are
doing in P.E. in order to want to be
successful. It is up to me to hold all of
those kids to the standards that they
came up with. This leads to a mutual
respect. Mutual respect means that I
can concentrate on teaching and not
inappropriate behaviors. Kids that
respect each other work together
and learn. They learn how to teach
each other. They learn that I don't
know how to do everything and they
teach me how to be a better teacher.
“I teach them how to make decisions
that impact their bodies and their
lives.”

I have the best job in the world. I
do. I have the best job because I love
what I do. Please don't assume that
since I play games every day that I
don't impact these kids' lives. Please
don't assume that I get to "play" all
day. If I played all day, then I wouldn't be teaching these kids a darn
thing. I do just as much assessing as a
classroom teacher; mine just looks
different than theirs. I have a hard
job. I'm a teacher.
Teaching takes a special kind of
person: One that has dedicated
themselves to life-long learning; one
that is dedicated to making their students lives' one that they can be
proud of. Teaching is a calling, one
that I was happy to grab onto.
Read the original article here.
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2014 AAHPERD Convention: St. Louis
“The National Convention
was excellent and I came
away with a brain full of
new ideas and resources
that will help my program
keep up with the new
concepts and technology
that is available.”
-Elaine Rosquist
1992 and 1996 USA Olympic
Gymnast,
Shannon
Miller,
welcomes attendees to the 2014
SHAPE America Conference in St.
Louis. Miller shared stories about
her Olympic triumphs, her desire
to find lifelong health outside of
sport and overcoming cancer.

The Hershey Company and United States Track and
Field (USATF) announced a new program for
schools beginning in the fall of 2014.
USA
Olympians Carl Lewis and Jackie Joyner-Kersey
were on hand for the big announcement. JoynerKersey was inducted into the SHAPE America Hall of
Fame during the national convention.

“It was so nice to connect
with people from all over
that are part of the same
mission. The Twitterverse
really came to life meeting
some of the great
educators that are on
there. “ -Kenny Webb

A beautiful backdrop to the 2014 SHAPE America Convention. A few
blocks from the convention center you could find the City
Courthouse with the iconic St. Louis Arch in the background. St.
Louis was a wonderful host this year!
The 2014 Channing Mann (Outstanding Administrator) award was
presented to Eric Larson (second from right) at the 2014 SHAPE
America Conference. Eric is the district physical education
coordinator in Denver Public Schools. On hand to help recognize
Eric were (from left to right) Rick Metz, Mary Lou Miller, Pam
Rogers and Chris Watts.
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2014 AAHPERD Convention: St. Louis
“The biggest highlight of
my trip to St. Louis was
getting to see how other
instructors structure their
lessons. I also realized that
there are so many more
ways to extend and modify
lessons than I thought
possible.” -Dominique
Malik
Mackenzie Muschel was honored at the SHAPE America
conference as the 2014 National Dance Educator of the
Year! Makenizie has been honored this past year as the
2013 COAHPERD Dance Education Teacher of the Year
and 2014 Central District Dance Teacher of the Year.
Mackenzie is pictured with her family who came to
support her on her wonderful journey.

“The passion and vision of
presenters and attendees blew
me away! I returned to CO
with renewed energy and lots
of innovative strategies and
activities!” -MacKenzie Mushel

Colorado’s future is sure to be in good hands with
these outstanding future professionals. Carli LaGuire
(UNC), Mike Meyer (CMU) and Hannah Blagg (CSUPueblo) were all recognized as Majors of the Year
representing their respective universities.

"National
Convention was a
blast! I meet lots of
new colleges, and
learned exciting
new games to
teach when
I become a
teacher! The
sessions just for
students were
awesome and very
informative!"
—Sarah DeLong

An inspirational speech from
Deborah Tackmann, a middle
school health and physical
education teacher, reenergized
about our wonderful
professions!

continued from Director on page 4

point each District will stay as is. In regard to the
national level, one state representative will now
serve on the SHAPE Delegate Assembly. (In the
past we had 3 representatives from Colorado).
Each state is an affiliate of SHAPE, no matter if they
change their name or not. This year there will be
167 Delegates at the Alliance Assembly, where last
year there were 234. CDA still has advocacy money
available for states to use.
Central District Business Meeting – Reviewed
changes to the organization of SHAPE, that it is organized into Leadership Councils of Physical Education, Physical Activity, Health Education and Research. No longer do we have divisions such as
NASPE, etc. In August, according to your
AAHPERD/SHAPE membership, you will be placed
in one of the above councils. MN is doing fitness
training workshops throughout their state. Using
zoomus is another way to hold live meetings where
you can have 25 people “live” and it can be taped.
Leann, Chris and Aaron were in attendance.
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YOUR ARE INVITED…
Who: YOU!
What: 2014 COAHPERD Convention
When: October 16-18, 2014
Where: The Denver Marriott
Westminster at Church Ranch
7000 Church Ranch Boulevard,
Westminster CO, 80021
http://www.marriott.com/hotels/
travel/DENMW
Why: Continuing Education Credit, 50+ Incredible Sessions, Exhibit
Hall, Camaraderie and Great Giveaways!
If you plan on staying at the Marriott Westminster at Church Ranch,
please make your guestroom reservation soon. Our discounted rate
of $109 (not including tax) will be offered until September. Reservations can be made by clicking here or by calling 720-887-1177 and
asking for the COAHPERD group rate.

SAM (Society of State Executives) Meetings- DurLooking for more information? Check out http://
ing the convention, three different meetings were
coahperd.org/convention.
Session agenda and other
held of state executive directors from across the
details will be posted as they are available.
US. A representative from Loomis & Lapann, Inc.
spoke at a meeting, discussing the possibility of all
state SHAPE organizations going in on an insurance
plan for its state membership. For a very low cost,
each state would be able to offer its members in
good standing a general liability insurance plan.
This might be an incentive for people to join the state organi- was given. One state gives out Heart T-Shirts to its top
zations. More information will be shared at our Leadership
school coordinators. Lets Move Active Schools (LMAS) –
meeting in the summer at to the potential cost per member ways to increase sign-up at your state convention by having
for this plan.
computers at registration for people to access to sign up. We
Caan Family is an initiative where each state gets 50 backState and District Treasurers’ Meeting – Review of new inpacks from SHAPE, that are filled with activity and nutrition
formation needed in regard to the tax filing of our state orinformation. Each state would decide how to hand these out
ganization.
for a school district/school to send home with a student each
All Member Meeting of SHAPE – Forum where members
weekend.
spoke out on concerns regarding SHAPE. Revenue of SHAPE
Central District co-hosted this national convention. Because
was discussed. Leann, Aaron and Chris attended.
of this, they asked for volunteers for a variety of activities.
CDA State Advisory Council – District leaders met to discuss Aaron and I sat at the CDA booth in the exhibit hall on two
the collaboration of implementation of major SHAPE initiadifferent days, representing Central District. I also voluntives. Cheryl Richardson from SHAPE discussed the new
teered at the All Convention Evening at the Museum. When
Standards and Outcome book. A free PDF is available from
possible I supported our Colorado teachers and students at
SHAPE that we can use to advertise at our state convention
their National presentations and the best part of convention
regarding PE is a learning environment. Ways to increase
was attending numerous award presentations where ColoraNational and State membership was discussed. Leann will be do and Central District people were honored.
our state membership representative. Joint Projects report

Shine where you are in 2014!
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Speak Out Day 2014
By Nick Walker
Kemp Elementary

PHYSICAL EDUCATORS
TRAVEL TO CAPITOL HILL
TO ADVOCATE FOR HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION TO BE CONSIDERED
AS CORE SUBJECTS!
Washington, D.C., March 12, 2014 –
On this day, local physical education
teachers from Colorado; Clayton Ellis,
Christopher Watts, Aimee Twaddle,
and I flew to the nation’s capital with
representatives from 37 other states
to help ensure health and physical education are considered as core academic subjects under the federal education law known as Elementary and
Secondary Education Act (ESEA). Together we represented COAHPERD and
advocated as part of AAHPERD’s 6th
annual SPEAK Out Day on Capitol Hill.
COAHPERD and more than 100 fellow
colleagues from around the country
sought out additional cosponsors of
the PHYSICAL Act.
The PHYSICAL Act, which stands for
Promoting Health for Youth Skills in
Classrooms and Life (S.392, H.R. 2160),
is the key bill, that if passed, would
designate physical education and
health education as core subjects,
making them eligible for federal funding under Title I and Title II. The monies would help school districts expand
physical education and health education programs and professional development for teachers, leading to potential opportunities to dedicate weekly
physical activity time, enhanced classroom instruction or development of
creative health programs.

The group of approximately 125
teachers also encouraged congressional members to show continued support for the Carol M. White Physical
Education Program (PEP), the only federal funding for physical education.
The grant program has been available
for the past 13 years and has awarded
nearly $800 million to support the development of quality physical education programs.
Right now COAHPERD is asking that
every physical education teacher in
Colorado to SPEAK Out and contact our
Senators and House of Representatives. They need to hear your voice to
truly understand what quality physical
education is about and how we change
the lives of children.
Colorado Senators
Michael Bennet
Juliana Herman juliana_herman@ben
net.senate.gov
202-224-5852
Diana DeGette
Rachel Stauffer Rachel.stauffer@mail
.house.gov
202-225-4431
www.degette.hous
e.gov
Cory Gardner
Carolyn Warren Carolyn.warren@mail.
house.gov
202-225-4676
Doug Lamborn
Lucas Miller - Lucas.miller@mail.ho
use.gov
2402 Rayburn 202225-4422

Mark Udall
Jacqueline Thomas
- jacqueline_thomas@mark
udall.senate.gov
202-224-5941
www.markudall.se
nate.gov
Jared Polis
Allie Kimmel - allie.kimmel@mail.h
ouse.gov
202-225-2161
HTTP://
polis.house.gov
Mike Coffman
Mikecoffman.house@mail.h
ouse.gov
Stephen Beck stephen.beck@mail.h
ouse.gov
202-225-7882

continued from SHAPE Awards on page 1

honored as the 2014 Central District
Dance Education Teacher of the Year.
Following the Central District award ceremony, SHAPE America and the National
Strength and Conditioning Association,
honored university students as Major’s
of the Year. Colorado was proud to have
three students honored, Carli LaGuire
from the University of Northern Colorado, Hannah Blagg from Colorado State
University – Pueblo and Mike Meyer
from Colorado Mesa University. We
were just getting started honoring our
wonderful colleagues from Colorado.
At the SHAPE America Honor awards
ceremony, Eric Larson of Denver Public
Schools was honored as the 2014 Channing Mann Administrator of the Year
award. Larson has been instrumental in
moving physical education in a positive
direction in DPS. In his time as administrator, Eric has helped DPS obtain multiple grants for professional development
and equipment. Eric is also the catalyst
behind the summer DPS Institute held
every June in Denver for Colorado educators. The final honor to be bestowed
on a Colorado educator was as the
SHAPE America Hall of Fame Banquet.
After already winning the 2013 Colorado
Dance Teacher of the Year and 2014
Central District Dance Teacher of the
Year awards, Makenzie Muschell was
one of three nominees for National
Teacher of the Year. When her name
was called, those in attendance were
able to see how much passion Makenzie
has for her profession and her students.
Makenzie is going to be a great National
Teacher of the Year and Colorado is glad
that she calls our state home. Congratulations to all of Colorado’s award winners.
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By Kenny Webb,
5th Gear Coordinator, Aurora Public
Schools

What is Energy?
Objectives:
The student will be able to understand the concept of energy balance by playing the game,
“Energyin vs. Energyout”.
What Equipment you Need?
 The class divided into two
teams
 A bag or tub that contains
items for Energyin and Energyout Energyin
 Pictures of food or food samples, and pictures of drinks or
empty containers of popular
drink items.
 Energyout
 Physical activity equipment

Continued from President on Page 1
Please send all photos to our awesome editor: Aaron Ford –>

coahperdnews@gmail.com
Finally, finish strong this school year.
Shine where you are. You truly are a great
influence on your students. Savor the time
you have to spend with them. The old adage is so true – a teacher never knows
where their influence stops. You are there
because it is where you are meant to be! I
know you can shine!

LESSON PLAN
such as balls, jump ropes, or
athletic shoes
Activity:
Divide the class into two
teams. Have them line up facing
each other about 15 feet apart. It
is helpful if you have a line on the
floor that they can line up. Identify one team as the Energyin team
and the other as the Energyout
team. If you pull an item out of
the bag that is Energyin, the Energyin team is chasing the Energyout
team to the wall behind them. If
they are tagged they switch teams
and are now on the other team. If
they make it to the wall safely
then they stay on their current
team. Have the student’s line
back up and do it again. You can

manipulate the game by the item
that you pull out of the bag. When
the teams get lopsided, stop and
talk about what happens if you get
too much Energyin, or too much
Energyout.
Teaching Points:
 Too Much Energyin: When
there is too much Energyin,
students will start to gain
weight.
 Too Much Energyout: Students will begin to lose weight
and will be tired and lethargic.
 Energy Balance is not immediate, it occurs over time.
 As you grow it is important
to have more Energyin.
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they can receive re-licensure credit
for hosting their own camp in the
summer or by attending a sport specific coaching clinic. Neither of these
provides the professional development required for quality physical
education.
Two more quotes from President
John F. Kennedy are “Our growing
softness, our increasing lack of physical fitness, is a menace to our security.” and “A country is as strong as its
citizens, and I think mental and physical health, mental and physical vigor
go hand in hand.” It was President
Kennedy that renamed the President’s Council for Physical Fitness to
include ALL Americans. Physical Education was created in order to develop our young men for military service. Currently seventy-five percent
of high school students that would
like to enter a career in a service profession do not qualify physically according to missionreadiness.org.
There have been numerous stories
recently where the military and police academies are reducing the
physical requirements because many
of their recruits do not qualify physically. In September of 2012, the
President’s Council for Physical Fitness, Sports and Nutrition adopted
the Fitnessgram™ Assessment as the
measure of physical fitness to be utilized by the President’s Challenge.
The Fitnessgram™ Assessment was
“75% of High School students that
would like to enter a career in a
service profession do not qualify
physically.”

created by the Cooper Institute in
Dallas, Texas by the father of Aerobics, Dr. Kenneth Cooper. Last year,
the President’s Council for Physical
Fitness, Sport and Nutrition partnered with Michelle Obama’s Let’s
Move Active Schools Initiative

(http://letsmoveschools.org/), the
CDC, AAHPERD, Nike, General Mills,
Human Kinetics, and the Amateur
Athletic Union to create the President’s Youth Fitness Program (http://
www.pyfp.org/). The President’s
Youth Fitness Program replaces the
“old school” fitness tests of yesteryear with a more research based
recognition program and also provides physical education teachers,
parents, and schools with resources
for developing more healthy educational environments in our schools.
E. Glasgow said, “Your body is the
baggage you must carry through life.
The more excess baggage the shorter
the trip.”
“Your body is the baggage you
must carry through life. The
more excess baggage the shorter
the trip.”
As far back as 300 BC, Herophilis
said, "When health is absent, Wisdom cannot reveal itself, Art cannot
become manifest, Strength cannot
be executed, Wealth is useless, and
Reason is powerless." Colorado’s
school children are in school for seven hours a day. With all this
knowledge and the resources available, shouldn’t our schools assist the
students by teaching them how to
live a healthy lifestyle? Parents
should be engaged in their student’s
education. If you would like for your
children to develop healthy lifestyle
habits, you should ask the important
questions around how these habits
are being developed in their school.
How much time does your child
spend sitting versus taking physical
activity breaks to energize their body
and brain? How much physical education does your child have in a given week? Does the school have a
coordinated school health (wellness
policy) team and what are their goals

for the school year? Is the physical
education program valued by the
administration and what type of program is present in the school? How is
“Parents can assist with the
effort to make Colorado the
healthiest state by holding our
schools accountable for truly
educating our students.”
the physical education program evaluated, and what are the needs of the
quality physical education teacher?
Does the physical education teacher
evaluate their student’s level of fitness and report the results to school
district leadership? How large are
the physical education classes and
do all children take physical education? What type of incentives or
fundraisers does the school utilize?
Are the fundraisers candies, cookies,
donuts and pizza or do they involve
some form of physical activity? If
more parents/gaurdians would ask
the important questions concerning
their priorities for their children,
then our local control school administrators, school boards and legislators would have to focus on improving the system towards educating
the whole child. Winston Churchill
said “Healthy citizens are the greatest asset any country can have.” Parents can assist with the effort to
make Colorado the healthiest state
by holding our schools accountable
for truly educating our students.

Visit COAHPERD on
Facebook
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specific dietary needs such as diabetics
and those requiring a gluten free diet.

The Instant Heart Rate (Free): The Instant Heart Rate app has won numerous awards and has also been featured
Couch-to-5K ($1.99): The app is deon the Dr. Oz show. Simply by holding
signed to provide training assistance
your finger on the iPhone’s camera
and guidance in helping a person translens, the application is able to detect
form from a sedentary lifestyle to being
and read what your heart rate is, disable to run for 5km in a relatively short
playing it on the screen. Logs of average
period of time. Couch-to-5K provides 5
heart rate during exercises can be kept
different training intensities all of which
to see if physiological benefits are being
are run by human audio cues. The app
made through exercise.
enables you to log and record your progress and develops graphs in regards to
Instant Heart Rate is one of the most
distance and speed.
accurate measures of heart rate available for free use. The app can be used
Couch-to-5K is the perfect applicavery effectively during physical activity,
tion for somebody who is just beginning
in particular during aerobic exercises. In
to start exercising. The training regime
the physical education setting, rather
of the app begins slowly and gradually
than using the old method of feeling for
increases in intensity when the individa pulse and timing the beats per second
ual is ready. No other equipment is reto find a heart rate, this technology
quired to use the technology. Couch-toshould be incorporated into lessons to
5K can apply to the PE setting in regards
make them more fun and engaging for
to factors that can assist people in stopstudents. The app is extremely easy and
ping a sedentary lifestyle and also when
fun for all to use.
analyzing the different types of fitness
training (aerobic & anaerobic).
continued from Visual on page 2

my students with low vision prefer the
circular contrast on the basketball and
do not like the bag because it takes
away from the game. My students who
are blind succeed with a different form
of equipment and prefer a ball that
beeps and is controlled by an on/off
switch, has bells inside, or has pellets
inside for sound.
Other equipment adaptation can be
made by adding a scarf to an open
grate ball and putting in a bell. The
scarf extends the surface area to catch,
the open grate allows for fingers to
grasp, and the bell provides sound.
American Printing House for the Blind
(APH) has a catalog filled with products
adapted for students with visual impairments. You can find beeper balls
with a variety of tones, balls with contrasted ribs for easy tracking and grasping, and products with different tex-

tures for all age levels. APH is a great
resource.
A game named Fireball has made a
mark at Colorado School for the Deaf
and the Blind (CSDB) and the development stemmed from modifying volleyball. Instead of using the standard volleyball we use a medium sized, red stability ball. It is bagged and contrasted
with tape. After a bit of wear and tear
the game was coined by my students,
Fireball from listening to the torn up
bag whiz and flap through the air.
Fireball has modified rules derived
from volleyball, but the students set
them at the start of each game, so it is
always a mystery and a new challenge.
A simple adaptation enables my students to be physically active, participate in a team sport, to be successful
and competitive, and to develop camaraderie.
Next, it is time to go through your
equipment closet and collect inventory

Submission Guidelines
Would you like to submit an article,
lesson plan or story to the next issue of
the COAHPERD Newsletter? The submission deadline for the next issue will
be July 15th!
The COAHPERD Newsletter will be
published six times per year. We would
like to invite and encourage all of our
members to submit contributions for
other professionals to view. Articles
may be research based (please use
proper citations), be program success
stories, or be lesson plans that you
would like to share with your colleagues. Action pictures or diagrams
that go along with your article are always appreciated. All articles will be
reviewed by a panel of editors. Authors
should indicate in their cover letter if
they want the manuscript refereed
(blind review) rather than editorreviewed.
Average word count for an article is
between 300-400 words, not to exceed
1000 words. If you have a longer article
it will be divided up in parts between
issues. Submit a head shot with your
submissions with correct spelling of
your name so that we can recognize
you for your contribution. Please submit any and all contributions to Aaron
Ford at coahperdnews@gmail.com
on what you have and what you may
need to purchase prior to making
equipment adaptations for your students with visual impairments. Feel
free to contact me with any questions,
to share your ideas, or to network.
Aimee Twaddle, MS APA CAPE; Colorado School for the Deaf and the Blind;
atwaddle@csdb.org
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COLORADO SHINES!

By Donna Carey
Recognition Chair

The sun is shining bright
on Colorado’s own,
MacKenzie
Mushell!
She is the winner of
the Central District
Dance Educator of the
Year award and will be
moving on to the National award level.
She will be traveling to St. Louis, MO to
attend the AAHPERD National Convention in April and will “shine” as she participates in the final interview for National Dance Educator of the Year. Congratulations, MacKenzie and good luck!
Do you know someone who “shines” in
the field of Physical Education, Health,
Dance, Adapted PE, or is an avid sup-
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porter of our field? If so, we are looking
for nominations for the following categories. All descriptions and criteria can be
found on the COAHPERD website. Here
are the award titles: Honor Award; Joy
of Effort Award; Pathfinder Award;
Scholar Award; Sportsmanship Award;
Adapted PE Teacher; K-12 Dance Educator; College/ University Dance Teacher;
Health Education Teacher; Physical Education Teacher (Elementary, Middle
School, High School, College/ University);
Administrator/Principal of the Year; Athletic Director of the Year; Distinguished
Service ; Future Professional/ Major of
the Year ; Graduate Student/Research;
& Young Professional. Submit your nominations today!

FROM THE PRESIDENT
By Leann Hepburn
COAHPERD President

Technology

Number 1

Dear COAHPERD
Members,
My year as President is
humming along! It has
been great meeting some of you that I
did not know before and spending time
with those of you whom I have already
met. Our next convention at the Westminster Marriott on the 16th-18th of
October 2014 will provide yet more networking opportunities for all of us to get
to know each other better.
Our first few board meetings have
been very productive. We have begun

working on a new name for COAHPERD.
We are refining our mission and vision.
We have also been working very hard on
our individual job descriptions to insure
they are simple and productive. We
have a new give-back program called
5280 where you will be able to apply for
funds to complete a special project at
your school or get help to attend a convention. Finally we have been hard at
work sending
members to
Lobby
Day
here in Colorado and to
Washington
D.C.
for see President on page 9
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By Mike Smith
Coyote Hills
Elementary

With the introduction of SB
191, there has
been
an
increased focus on what we as Physical
Education Teachers do, and how we do
it.
This reflection of our teaching
should be ongoing, and is vital to being
the best teacher that we can be. We
owe it to our students to dive into the
planning of our lessons, the implementation of them, and most importantly
the reflection of them to improve.
One area that I am always reflecting
on and working to improve, is my
“Time on Task” or TOT. I only see my
kids once every 4 days for 45 minutes
and I want my students engaged as
much of that time as possible. Many
times throughout the year I do station
activities. For the last 17 years, it has

Session
presenters
wanted
Hello COAHPERD members! Your
2014 convention and recognition
committee is eagerly anticipating this
years convention and we need your
help to ensure great content.
Whether you are a seasoned presenter or a presentation rookie –
your expertise is needed. We had
great feedback from the 2013 convention and received requests for
sessions on yoga, lacrosse, parkour,
dance & fitness for high school and
weightlifting. We know that our
members have phenomenal skill sets
and we’d like your help in making
this the best convention yet.
What are the benefits of pre-

ask?
Basically, you
attach an explanation,
an activity, or a video of
each station to a QR
code. The kids then use
a mobile device to scan it, read it and
get right to work. No more sitting and
listening to me talk for 10 minutes at
the beginning of class. Once the children enter the classroom and scan the
QR code, they are engaged actively
right away in literacy, technology, cooperation and most importantly Physical
Education!
If you are interested in
learning more about it, I have made a
YouTube video for Physical Education
Teachers that will teach you how to
make QR Codes and use them in your
class. The link is http://scan.me/t4n75m

Technology
bothered me because the 1-2 minutes it
takes me to explain each station is time
that they are not moving and engaged.
For example, if I have 4 stations to explain, that can equal as much as 8-10
minutes of valuable class time. What if
there was a way not to have to talk
through everything? What if the kids
can be engaged right away on their
own? The answer to these questions
has taken me on a journey to improve
my method of teaching and I think I
have found the answer…..QR CODES!
What is a QR Code you ask? It is a
unique readable code consisting of
squares that are typically used for storing URL’s or other information for reading on a mobile device, such as a
Smartphone, iPad, Kindle, etc. How do
you use these in Physical Education you

senting at a COAHPERD convention?
The opportunity to push boundaries,
introduce something new and inspire
your colleagues. Not to mention enthusiastic appreciation and recognition from the COAHPERD board. This
year’s theme is “Shine Where You
Are” and what better way to SHINE
than to lead an informative, motivating session for your peers? Sessions can be activity based, lecture
based or a combination of both. We

“...received requests for
sessions on yoga, lacrosse,
parkour, dance & fitness for
high school and weightlifting.“
are working to refine session
timelines this year and will offer 50
and 90 minute sessions. LCD projector, screen and wireless internet will
be provided for presenters. Many
sessions have co-presenters, which
means you can enlist a buddy and
develop a session together. You will

We as Physical Educators owe it to
our students to teach to best practices.
Reflection on our “Time on Task” is a
vital first step.

By Renee DeBell
Convention
Manager

need to bring
your own laptop,
connector cables
and sound system (if needed). Session handouts can be uploaded to
our website for easy distribution.
Session proposal submittals will open
late February online. You can access
the submittal form by visiting
www.coahperd.org and following the
convention link to session proposals.
The COAHPERD board will review all
session proposals and send acceptance letters in early May. We
will do our best to accommodate
timeframe requests and a draft session schedule will be posted online in
early August. As always, the COAHPERD website is the best source for
convention information. Let’s SHINE
together in 2014!
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Greater than
ever before
By Michael Meyer
Colorado Mesa
representatives from each
University Student state. Following that, those

Today we
live in a highly
technological
world that allows us to communicate over email, social
media, telephone and video
conferencing.
Although
most people use this technology to keep up with
friends and current events,
there are great possibilities
for our professional community to utilize technology to
advance our professional
development and networking opportunities.
The Central District Executive Board Future Professional Committee has been
working over the last 6
months to establish a future
professional network that
will connect students from
across the district, directly to
the leaders on the Central
District Executive Board. The
work that is ahead of us is
identifying student leaders
and faculty advisors from the
universities who offer a
physical education teacher
licensure program across our
nine state district.
The communication will
consist of the five members
of the Future Professional
Committee from the Central
District Board meeting with
student and professional

state representatives would
meet with representatives
from each university in their
respective state.
Functionally to do this we
can utilize the video conferencing offered by Google
Hangout. Our COAHPERD
Board has already begun to
utilize this application to
offer the chance for students
and professionals across the
state to represent their
schools as a part of the COAHPERD Board.
As a member of both the
Central District and COAHPERD Boards it is my goal
that Colorado becomes the
first state to coordinate and
execute future professional
networking. The COAHPERD
Board currently has future
professional representation
from Colorado Mesa University, University of Northern
Colorado, Colorado State
University—Pueblo,
and
Metropolitan State University. However, utilizing the
technology that we now
have will allow those from
see Greater on page 6

Visit COAHPERD on
Facebook

COULD FAMOUS QUOTES
INFLUENCE A PARADIGM
SHIFT IN COLORADO’S
ATTITUDE TOWARD
PHYSICAL EDUCATION?
By Clay Ellis
Aurora Central
High School

Colorado parents need to
take a more
active role in these so called
educational reforms occurring in our schools. Last November, Colorado failed to
pass amendment 66 which
was supposed to put nearly
a billion dollars directly into
our classrooms bypassing
the school administrators.
Supporters even provided
commercials stating we
could bring “Gym Class”
back for a mere $133.00 dollars a year per household!
Quality “physical education”
is a valuable content area
which educates our children
on the concepts required to
live an active and healthy
lifestyle. This is Colorado! Go
outside and go for a walk!
Numerous brain researchers
preach not only will you feel
better; you will be more energized and smarter after a
good walk. Henry David Thoreau said “Me thinks that
the moment my legs began
to move, my thoughts began
to flow.” President Thomas
Jefferson said "Walking is
the best possible exercise.
Habituate yourself to walk
very far." In 2004, the Rob-

ert Woods Johnson Foundation found that ninety-two
percent of parents consider
physical education and
health as important as English, math and science.
According
to
SHAPE
America (formerly the American Alliance for Health,
Physical Education, Recreation and Dance) quality
“physical education” is important in schools because it
provides ALL children with
the ability to understand the
benefits, concepts, and fitness principles involved in
order to be physically active
throughout their life span. A
quality “physical education”
program consists of an opportunity for ALL students to
learn the meaningful content taught by a highly qualified “physical education”
teacher that maintains and
utilizes the best current and
appropriate
instructional
practices for their students
to achieve their goals in a
VARIETY of activities. Colorado does HAVE curricular
content standards for K-12
physical education just as
they do for all of the other
“core” content areas. Unfortunately due to local control
issues or values, Colorado
does not assess nor evaluate
physical education programs. Core content

see Quotes on page 10
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By Kayla McGannon
COAHPERD Lobbyist

Please check the
COAHPERD web site
for updated Legislative Reports.
The HEAL coalition (us included) has
worked with Rep. Hamner and Sen.
Crowder on establishing a childhood
obesity caucus. The caucus is made up
of legislators who choose to attend a
morning meeting twice a month to
hear presentations on various childhood obesity tactics.
COAHPERD's focus the week of January 27th at the Capitol was identifying
next steps around the childhood obesity caucus. The caucus had it's first session two weeks ago focused on the
long-term impact of childhood obesity
and the importance of addressing the

By Patricia Morrison
COAHPERD Executive
Director

Legislative Update
issue early.
The Colorado Health
Foundation and Livewell Colorado took
the lead on identifying the morning's
speakers which included a leading business man focused on the recruitment
and retention of high impact businesses in Colorado, a pediatrician, and a
former U.S. Army General spoke to
"mission readiness" and the impact
obesity has had on our national security. The caucus meeting that will focus
on physical activity in schools will take
place on March 19th and I proactively
reached out to Lisa from Livewell to
ensure that COAHPERD has a role in
the planning and execution of the caucus meeting. The other focus for the
week was identifying potential legislation for COAHPERD to join in on as a

FROM THE
EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR

The New Year often brings resolutions for healthier nutrition and exercise for us.
As leaders, we
encourage
our students
to also make
healthy resolutions. But
how do we
the
Follow COAHPERD gain
knowledge to
on Twitter
guide our decisions?
I’d

like to challenge everyone to find at
least one new resource a month so
that you have research behind your
decisions. This new information
could be an online site, or a new
book or magazine. When you’re
done with your resource, share it
with the staff at your school or with
a fellow educator. Include your information in newsletters that go
home to parents, or start a book
club where you meet with fellow
educators and share your new
news.

coalition member. The first is the Safe
Routes to Schools legislation. This is a
priority bill for Bicycle Colorado and
the American Heart Association. The
bill has received late bill status, meaning that the coalition is still in the drafting process, and COAHPERD was represented at a coalition meeting to go
over the draft, fact sheets and necessary next steps. Additionally, HB 1156,
which concerns extending the age of
eligibility for the child nutrition school
lunch program, is being led by the Colorado School Nutritionist Association,
is a bill I would recommend COAHPERD
work as a coalition partner on. I have
reached out to the Nutritionist's lobbyists and plan to touch base with them
to figure out how we can be involved.
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By Sherry Sims,
Retired Elementary
Physical Education
Teacher

4 Corners FITNESS DECK
Grades: 1-6
Purpose: Warm up and/or fitness
activity depending on the station activities
Equipment: 6 hula-hoops of multiple
colors, 4 decks of cards, 2 mats, 8
jump ropes, Diamond, Club, Heart
and Spade station cards and lively
music
Set up: Place the 4 station cards on
the 4 walls of the gym. An example
would be: Hearts = Jump rope, Spade
= Mountain climbers, Diamonds =
Jumping jacks and Clubs = curl-ups
*Place 2 hula-hoops in the center of
the room with cards scattered upside
down in the hoops
*Place the remaining 4 hoops, one in
each corner of the gym
*The corner hoops are the home
base for each team
How to play:
Divide the class into 4 teams, one at
each corner. On "go", each person
from the team goes to the center
hoop (safely, call one color group at a
time to begin) and picks up 1 card.
Depending on what the card is, go to
that station and do that many of the
exercise. When finished, place the

LESSON PLAN
card back in your home base hoop,
and repeat until all center cards are
gone. King, Queen and Jack = 10 repetitions of an exercise # 2 - 10 = that
same number of exercises. Ace = only 1 of an exercise. Joker = free
choice of stations and choice of # of
repetitions (max of 10)
Fitness levels: Stop students once or
twice during the activity to take a
pulse check. Students learn how to
monitor the level of their workout!
Activity is done when the center
cards are gone or teacher calls time
limit. Students return to assigned
area to walk and stretch. One helper
from each team gathers up cards and
hoops to put away.
Safety Considerations:
*Stagger the start for each group so
heads don't bonk in the center. Each
person chooses his/her own card
*Be sure to watch where you are
going, as all students are moving
about the room working at their own
pace, station to station.
*Set jump ropes down, no throwing
Variation:
*Change the activity or exercise at
each station depending on the unit
or skill focus.

*For grades 1-3, take out the higher
number cards
*Change the exercise stations to fit
the lesson of the day
continued from Greater on page 4

Western State University, Adams
State University, and Fort Lewis
College to also have a seat at the
table and represent their institutions as a part of COAHPERD. I am
continuing to contact faculty leaders at all Colorado institutions to
identify representatives so we can
move toward creating more opportunities for all future professionals across Colorado.
If there is nothing else that I
have learned as a member of the
COAHPERD Board, it is that the
profession that we are going into
is a community. We can share in
each other’s successes and pick
each other up in bad times. When
we work together with our peers
we can accomplish great things
that may not be obtainable as
individuals. By utilizing the opportunities that technology has given
us the possibilities of what we can
do and who we can reach are
greater than ever before.
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CHANGE? WHAT CAN I DO?
By Chris Watts
COAHPERD President-elect

So often around the field of physical education we hear “We need
change.” Well what change are we
talking about? Change is something
that is going to look different for every teacher in the State of Colorado.
The idea here is you determine what
change is needed for where you are
at. COAHPERD’s current President’s
motto is “Shine Where You Are.” This
change is exactly what this article is
written about. To write about general change that is needed throughout the whole state is insane. I will
give you a few hints as where to
start.
First you must determine what is in
need of change, big or small. When I
first arrived at the middle school
where I teach, I noticed many of the
students were repeat physical education students. They were in a general
class and many of them experienced
the same content semester after semester. The first thing that I did was

talk to the principal about creating
differentiated classes so the students
could pick the content they wanted
to learn. Since this has happened the
amount of complaining and push
back from the students has dropped.
The students are also much more
engaged in the classes they are in
because they want to be there. This
was such a small step in my school
which created a huge change!
I also began to realize my school as
a whole; believed I taught “Gym.”
Which all Physical educators know is
“I teach Physical Education
not ‘Gym’.”

the old school mentality of what we
now teach. Physical education has
changed drastically since many of us
were in school. Most people’s perspective is created from their own
experiences from school. The idea of
attendance lines, team captains and
dodge ball has been taken out of the
PE experience is foreign to most of
the public eye. It took me over a year
of correcting teachers, students and
administrators, I teach Physical Education
not
“Gym.” The concept has finally
caught on, and
the perspective
of
teaching
Physical Education in the GYM
is now common
throughout the
entire school.
Future Professionals from University of Northern Colorado
Again, this is
and Colorado Mesa University participate in the COAHPERD
another small
Board meeting
step you can

take in order to change the vision
throughout your school, your district
and the entire state of Colorado.
What I want you to gain from reading this article is small change is as
important as beating down the doors
of the capital building. You need to
create the environment you want to
teach in. One that is supportive for
you, your department and most of
all, your students. This does not happen by sitting back and waiting to
take the bad on as it comes. We
must be proactive and change the
bad before it happens. When the
district decides to remove the requirement to graduate, it is far too
late. We must show school boards,
administrators, core content teachers and the public that is pertinent to
our students’ whole body education.
The brain cannot work to its highest
potential if the body is not taken care
of! So go out, determine your
change and DO IT!!
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Colorado Adapted Physical
Education Resources
By Bryan
Wickoren
Jefferson County
Public Schools

Recently, the 42nd National
Adapted Physical Education Conference was held in Irvine, California.
Additionally, the 38th Annual Minnesota Developmental Adapted
Physical Education Conference was
held in Annandale, Minnesota. The
conferences had wonderful presentations. We as educators in Colorado must continue to provide equitable curriculum to those students
with disabilities, focusing on developing healthy lifestyles for students
with disabilities as we would for non
-disabled students. As Colorado
General Physical Educators and
Adapted Physical Educators, we
must provide curriculum and working toward the state physical education standards, to provide appropriate accommodations, modifications,
and adaptations so that the students
with disabilities can access the general physical education curriculum.
I am sharing some of the highlights from those conferences below; with the link to that specific
presentation.
42nd National Adapted Physical
Education Conference
“PHYSICAL FITNESS STATIONS FOR
ALL: Modifying Circuit Training for
Students with Special Needs” by
John Kolias, Kristie Jordan. and Carol

Ginder Kofahl http://goo.gl/PvXxkT
PAGES 31 - 36.
General and Adapted Physical Education teachers will explore the Signature Practice which supported
Hutchinson M.S. in earning the 2013
California Distinguished School
"Physical Activity and Nutrition" Exemplary Program Award. The extremely adaptable circuit of 12 stations addresses California P.E. standards in physical fitness, and vigorous
participation. Exercises promote
cardio-respiratory endurance, upper
body and core strength, agility, coordination, and mid-line crossing.
Students document results on scorecards while the teacher monitors
skill execution and participation intensity. Workshop attendees will
explore modification strategies for
each station that address fitness
needs of students who have various
disabilities.
“Assessment: There is more out
there” by Amanda Young, Michele
Morales, Jean Young, and Lisa Silliman-French http://goo.gl/PvXxkT
PAGES 77 - 82.
The purpose of this presentation is
to go beyond the traditional tests
and provide hands on experiences
with modified and/or alternative
tests. There may be tests not widely
used that are appropriate for assessing a specific student referred
for an assessment and are readily
available. Adapted physical educators must be able to determine the
appropriate assessment(s) for each
student, based on their educational
needs, not the availability of a test
see Adapted on page 11

continued from President on page 1

National Speak-Out Day in March.
All in all, your board is working hard
to promote COAHPERD and you,
Physical Educators!
If you have not added our upcoming convention to your October
plans, please think about it. Our
convention is the single best professional development opportunity of
the year. This year we will have pre
-convention sessions which include
Drums Alive and presentations by
our Teachers of the Year (TOYS) that
we are all looking forward to. Our
keynote speaker Mike Kuczala is not
to be missed. He is simply an amazing speaker with the research to
back it up. There is more collective
information, talent and net-working
opportunities at convention than
you can shake a stick at. Also, the
food is really great and the camaraderie is unlike any other convention
you will attend.
Here is hoping I will meet you at
convention or in a nearby gymnasium soon!
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areas are expected to provide evidence of student growth according
to Senate Bill 191. Physical education
teachers are no different except
many school administrators expect
them to demonstrate growth in
math and literacy rather than physical education content.
President John F. Kennedy stated
“Intelligence and skill can only function at the peak of their capacity
when the body is healthy and
strong.” According to the CDC and
Health Policy Solutions, Colorado’s
childhood obesity rates have increased by the second fastest rate of
twenty three percent in three years.
One could assume this is because
Colorado has one of the least funded
educational systems in the country
and the influx of educational reforms
which focus on the “core” content
areas in order to achieve higher
scores on state assessments. Colorado is one of only two states in the
country that does not require any
physical education from kindergarten to twelfth grade. Shape America
recommends elementary students
receive at least one hundred and
fifty minutes, and secondary students receive two hundred and
twenty five minutes of physical education a week. In Colorado, elementary students average thirty to fifty
minutes a week depending on how
the school administration designs
the master schedule or the amount
“Colorado’s childhood obesity
rates have increased by the
second fastest rate of 23% in
three years.”
of planning time the core content
teachers are afforded. This accounts
for twenty to forty hours (less than
two days worth) of physical education for the entire school year. High
school graduation requirements in

Colorado vary from ZERO to three
credits with the average being one
and a half credits. One credit hour
equals two semesters or one year of
physical education (two classes) out
of the four years it takes for a student to graduate. Usually the extra
half a credit is reserved as a health
class. In 2011, Colorado passed HB
1069 which recommended elementary schools provide opportunities
for 30 minutes of “physical activity”
a day. President Harry S. Truman
said, “We should resolve now that
the health of this nation is a national
concern; that financial barriers in the
way of attaining health shall be removed; that the health of all its citizens deserves the help of all the nation.”
“...why are team sports still the
focus of many of the secondary
physical education programs
across the country? “
Plato said, “Lack of activity destroys the good condition of every
human being, while movement and
methodical physical exercise save it
and preserve it.” What type of physical education program did you have
in high school? There are basically
two characteristics of a secondary
physical education program in our
schools. “New school” standards
based, lifetime fitness, active and
healthy lifestyle “physical education”
programs were born in the early
1990’s. These programs include a
large variety of mainly individual fitness/sport type activities where students benefit from the knowledge
and concepts to participate for the
rest of their life. These activities are
highly recommended by brain researchers and healthy living advocates for their life enhancing benefits
and include but are not limited to
the more popular choices of: bicy-

cling, dancing, fencing, golf, hiking,
martial arts, Pilates, skateboarding,
skiing, snowshoeing, running, walking, and yoga. Students prove they
Plato said, “Lack of activity
destroys the good condition of
every human being, while
movement and methodical
physical exercise save it and
preserve it.”
meet the content standard in these
types of classes in order to receive a
grade. There are very few “new
school” physical education programs
in Colorado that offer a comprehensive variety of activities due to funding and lack of priority. The other
type is the traditional, “old school”,
dumping ground, roll out the ball
(weight), athletic centric, power lifting, “gym class” type program many
adults had when they were growing
up. Team sport skill development,
dodge ball, kickball and powerlifting
are the featured activities of an “old
school” program. How much do baby
boomers bench press these days?
When less than three percent of high
school athletes continue to play their
see Quotes on page 11

The COAHPERD.org website includes
useful information about awards,
convention, workshops, and advocacy
resources. Click on the picture to go
there now and explore!
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COAHPERD Celebrations

Shannon
Loveridge
was
appointed to the National Joint
Projects Committee, a three-year
term.

MacKenzie Mushel received the
Central District AAHPERD Dance
Educator of the Year award and
moved forward to compete for the
National Dance Educator of the Year
Award.

38th Annual Minnesota Developmental Adapted Physical Education Conference
“Susie Can’t Run, Hop, Catch, or
Throw: Why Not” by Sue Tarr, Carmen
Johnson, Tim Lyngen & Jordan
Olmscheid
http://mndape.org/
uploads/Thursday_0830_Sur_Tarr.pdf
Have you ever wondered why some
students struggle with basic locomotor
and manipulative skills even after LOTS
of instruction and practice time in your
physical education classes??? Have you
ever said ‘they will never get this!?’ If
you can determine potential deficit
areas in your students, THEN you can
accurately plan lesson tasks/skills that
best meet the needs of the students in
your gymnasium for successful physical
education experiences!

continued from Quotes on page 10_

Michele Wittingham, a physical
education teacher in Parker, CO,
was selected to receive an
AAHPERD JRFH/HFH $2,500.00
grant. Congratulations, Michele!

Eric Larson received the
AAHPERD
Channing
Mann
K-12
Physical
Education
Administrator of the Year Award.

sport after they graduate and only
three in ten thousand high school boys’
basketball players actually get drafted
to play professionally, why are team
sports still the focus of many of the secondary physical education programs
across the country? “Gym” classes with
fifty to seventy students in them are
easier to manage when the “gym”
teacher is able to just roll out the traditional basketball, football, volleyball or
weight workout in an “old school” program. This type of program is result of
the school administration and guidance
counselor’s placing students in “gym
class” so the numbers of students in
“core” classes are kept to a minimum.
Assessment in these types of classes is
usually based on whether the student
shows up and dresses out for class and
simply participates without causing
problems.
Part Two of this article will be printed in
the May newsletter.
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the Let's Move in
School
public
awareness
campaign to increase
physical activity before, during and
after school, and
originated
the
Shape of the Nation Report, which reviews the status of physical education
across the United States, among its
many
professional
firsts.
Earlier this year the organization
voted unanimously to unify what were
five national associations and a Research
Consortium
under
the
AAHPERD umbrella. Among its many
partners, SHAPE America works with
the Alliance for a Healthier Generation, American Heart Association, The
Cooper Institute, First Lady Michelle
Obama's Let's Move! initiative and the
President's Council on Fitness, Sports
&
Nutrition.
Wiedow added, "Having an acronym that actually says and means
something helps to make our new
name more memorable. In addition,
the verb shape means influence and
communicates leadership and power.
We want SHAPE America to have increased visibility and recognition
among our primary audiences of physical and health educators as well as
our secondary audiences ─ parents,
principals, school administrators, policy makers, and the media. I am confident that our strong, memorable and
simple new name will help us do just
that."

AAHPERD Becomes
SHAPE America

Submission Guidelines
Would you like to submit an article,
lesson plan or story to the next issue of
the COAHPERD Newsletter? The submission deadline for the next article will
be APRIL 10th!

RESTON, VA, December 5, 2013– A
managing partner of First Lady
The COAHPERD Newsletter will be
Michelle Obama's Let's Move! Active
Schools initiative, the American Allipublished six times per year. We would
ance for Health, Physical Education,
like to invite and encourage all of our
Recreation and Dance (AAHPERD) tomembers to submit contributions for
day announced that its membership
other professionals to view. Submishas approved changing the associasions can include, but are not limited to:
tion's name to the Society of Health
Research Articles; Personal Stories from
and Physical Educators, doing business
as
SHAPE
America.
the Gym; Lesson Plans; Photos w/
According to President Gale
Captions of exciting events and activiWiedow, interim dean of the College
ties; and Technology Ideas. All articles
of Education at Dakota State Universiand submissions are reviewed by a
ty in Madison, SD, "We are now poised
committee for relevance, appropriateto move forward in creating a new
chapter in our 128-year-old history
ness and grammar.
with our new name, vision and misAverage word count for an article is
sion. A new logo, tagline and brand for
between 300-400 words, not to exceed
the organization, as well as a new
website, will be introduced early in
1000 words. If you have a longer article
2014."
it will be divided up in parts between
Through our new name we are
issues. Submit a head shot with your
working to: Shape a future where
submissions with correct spelling of
healthy is the norm; Shape a standard
your name so that we can recognize
of excellence in physical education and
health education; Shape the lifelong
you for your contribution. Please subhabits of young people; and Shape and
mit any and all contributions to Aaron
influence policy related to physical
Ford at coahperdnews@gmail.com
education and school health education.
SHAPE America is the organization's
seventh name change since its founding in 1885 as the Association
for the Advancement of Physical Education. The largest organization of physical educators in the country with close
to 20,000 members, SHAPE
America created the first ever
National Standards for K-12
Physical Education, developed
Board Members work on the COAHPERD Agenda at the November 2013 Meeting.

